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ABSTRACT
Cao, Lianjie PhD, Purdue University, August 2018. Data-driven Resource Allocation
in Virtualized Environments. Major Professor: Sonia Fahmy.
Modern advances in virtualization technologies have revolutionized the way we
build and manage computer systems. Virtualization technologies, however, adversely
impact the predictability of system performance. This introduces several challenges
in balancing performance and resource utilization.
In this dissertation, we explore and address performance challenges introduced
by virtualization in two application scenarios: network functions virtualization and
distributed network emulation.
First, we investigate the performance of virtualized network functions (VNFs)
and propose a framework, NFV-VITAL, that characterizes performance impacts of
hardware and software options and determines the optimal conﬁguration for initial
deployment of a VNF. Then we propose a system, Elastic resource ﬂexing for Network
functions VIrtualization (ENVI), to make accurate online scaling decisions based on
evolving neural network classiﬁers. ENVI trains initial neural networks using experimental data sets collected during an oﬄine stage and continues to update them using
a window-based rewinding mechanism during online operation to capture emerging
workload patterns.
Second, we study the experiment ﬁdelity problem in a distributed network emulation cluster comprising heterogeneous physical machines. We quantify the traﬃc
processing capability of the physical machines and design an algorithm, Waterfall,
that uses this information, together with the experimental topology, to determine an
eﬃcient mapping of the network experiment that preserves experiment ﬁdelity.

1

1 INTRODUCTION
In the past decade, virtualization technology has become the cornerstone of many
modern computer systems. Server virtualization, storage virtualization and network
virtualization have revolutionized the business model of the information technology
industry and academic research in networking, distributed systems and data science.
For instance, public cloud platforms (e.g., Amazon AWS [1], Microsoft Azure [2] and
Google Cloud [3]) transform infrastructure resources of large-scale data centers to virtualized resources and provide virtual services to global customers. Many enterprises
are migrating their services to public clouds to reduce capital expenditure (CAPEX)
and operational expense (OPEX) by leasing or purchasing virtualized resources from
public cloud providers. Experiment platforms (e.g., GENI [4], CloudLab [5] and
Chameleon [6]) provide virtual resources for large-scale networking and distributed
systems research experimentation and education.
The essence of virtualization is to transform resources from one type to another
to mitigate constraints while providing isolation and ﬂexibility. For instance, server
virtualization masks hardware resources of a server from users and allows users to
run multiple independent virtual operating systems on a single server by adding an
additional layer (e.g., hypervisor) between host system and client system. Virtualization technologies tend to make the resource transformation transparent to users
to avoid extra complexity in using virtualized resources and increase portability and
generality. For instance, when users launch instances on a public cloud platform, they
only need to specify the amount of virtualized resources without concerning the underlying infrastructure. Virtual machines (VMs) and containers are also widely used
for delivering software products because of the isolation and transparency features of
virtualization.
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However, system performance may become a problem with the introduction of
virtualization technologies. The performance of systems running on speciﬁc hardware is usually deterministic. For products implemented in hardware (e.g., hardware
switches and ﬁrewalls), vendors usually provide detailed performance speciﬁcations.
Hence, it is not diﬃcult to estimate the capacity of a deployed system. Shifting to
virtualization environments, the system performance depends on not only the amount
of virtualized resources allocated, but also the underlying hardware. For instance, the
performance of a virtual CPU (vCPU) mapped to a laptop level physical CPU (pCPU)
is not comparable to the performance of a vCPU mapped to a server level pCPU.
However, they are indistinguishable from users’ perspective. This performance gap
makes it very challenging to estimate the capacity of software developed in virtualization environments. Moreover, it is critical to estimate the system performance and
capacity accurately in many circumstances in order to provide high service quality or
experiment ﬁdelity.

1.1 Thesis Statement
This dissertation addresses the performance problem caused by the gap between
virtualized resources and infrastructure resources because of the introduction of virtualization layer in in two diﬀerent scenarios: distributed network emulator and network functions virtualization (NFV). We ﬁrst analyze the performance of VNFs and
present a framework to systematically characterize the performance impact of various
options on VNFs and to determine the optimal initial deployment conﬁguration based
on user’s requirements. Second, we further propose a solution to adjust virtualized
resources allocated to a VNF during online operation based on VNF speciﬁc information and infrastructure resource utilization using neural network classiﬁers. Third we
examine the ﬁdelity loss in distributed network emulators and propose a framework
to quantify the traﬃc processing capability of PMs and to eﬀectively map an network
experiment onto PMs while providing best-eﬀort experiment ﬁdelity.
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The statement of this dissertation is as follows: Virtualization undermines the
deterministic performance and capacity of systems using virtualized resources and
induces the uncertain service quality problem. Orchestrating virtualized resources ondemand while leveraging system capacity and performance characterization results can
help us to remedy this problem and provide desired service quality for systems running
in virtualized environments.

1.2 Contributions
In this dissertation, we propose ENVI and NFV-VTIAL to address the elastic
resource ﬂexing problem in NFV and the Waterfall algorithm along with a resource
quantiﬁcation mechanism to address the experimental ﬁdelity problem for distributed
network emulators.

1.2.1 Network Functions Virtualization
Network functions virtualization (NFV) migrates network functions (e.g., middleboxes and telecommunications systems) from specialized hardware to virtualization
environments. NFV promises signiﬁcant CAPEX and OPEX reduction by using
commodity devices and enables ﬂexibility and scalability in virtual network function
(VNF) management. However, some studies [7, 8] report performance degradation of
network functions during the migration from hardware to software due to the overhead incurred by virtualization technologies. The performance degradation eventually
leads to unstable service quality, which is critical in many NFV application scenarios.
In the NFV context, users may purchase network services from diﬀerent providers
based on their demands and requirements and deploy them on their own infrastructure (e.g., private data centers). One possible solution to solve the performance
degradation problem is to quantify the level of degradation precisely and allocate more
virtualized resources to compensate the loss. This solution also ﬁts the motivation
of NFV: replacing proprietary hardware with virtualized resources from commodity
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devices. However, there are a few challenges to implement this solution. First, VNF
performance is aﬀected by a wide range of factors, such as virtualization and hardware options (e.g., CPU pinning, Intel DPDK, PF RING, and SR-IOV), virtualized
resource allocation (e.g., number and size of VMs and containers), VNF implementation details (e.g., single-threading versus multi-threading and CPU-intensive versus
memory-intensive), making it very diﬃcult for vendors to deliver their VNF products
with detailed performance speciﬁcations for users to leverage. Second, while elastically allocated virtualized resources to VNFs is one of the core features introduced
by NFV, it is very challenging to make accurate and timely scaling decisions as workload changes, especially for upscaling decisions. For instance, adding resources to
VNFs too early may cause signiﬁcant resource overprovisioning, while late upscaling decision may lead to poor service quality due to the lack of suﬃcient computing
resources. We propose a two-step solution to address those challenges. We ﬁrst developed NFV-VITAL, a VNF performance characterization framework, to generate
suggestions for initial VNF deployment. Then we build ENVI, a online resource
ﬂexing system, to make timely scaling decisions on-demand by monitoring a combination of infrastructure and VNF-speciﬁc information and neural network classiﬁer
for VNFs.
To design NFV-VITAL, we ﬁrst conducted a thorough experimental evaluation of a
clustered VNF, Clearwater (an IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS)), to understand concrete requirements of a VNF performance characterization framework. Based on this
information, we develop NFV-VITAL to systematically conduct performance experiments to assess the impact of various virtualization/hardware options and resource
allocation methods based on user preferences and generate optimal initial deployment
conﬁguration. NFV-VITAL illustrates that:
• Diﬀerent implementation and conﬁguration choices may signiﬁcantly aﬀect system performance and capacity of VNFs under various types of workload. Hence,
performance characterization is a critical step to decide the optimal conﬁgurations prior to production deployment.
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• NFV-VITAL is able to locate the bottleneck components of a clustered VNF by
monitoring various resource utilization and validate the eﬀectiveness of a given
scaling method in an automated fashion.
With the initial VNF deployment options generated by NFV-VITAL, we propose
ENVI to make on-demand resource ﬂexing decisions at production stage. ENVI models the scaling decision-making process as a classiﬁcation problem and leverages neural
network to generate “not scale” or “scale” decisions based on both infrastructure-level
and VNF-level information. During oﬄine stage of ENVI which can be incorporated
into the software testing plan, we collect data of VNF using multiple types of workload to train initial neural networks. At online stage, the initial neural networks are
used to make scaling decisions and are continuously updated whenever false decisions
are detected based on a window-based rewinding mechanism. Our evaluation shows
that:
• While VNF-level features yield better classiﬁcation accuracy for complex VNFs,
composite feature set which combines infrastructure-level and VNF-level features constantly outperforms using each of the two feature sets separately.
• The performance of initial neural networks obtained at oﬄine stage can be
stably improved with our online updating mechanism even they are trained
with a limited number of workload types.
• Compared to static scaling policies, ENVI yields zero service level objective
(SLO) violation in actual system experimentation while using much less instances with multiple types of workload.

1.2.2 Distributed Network Emulation
Virtualization technologies are widely used by modern network emulators [9, 10]
allowing researchers to run network experiments using limited physical resources.
Compared to network simulators [11, 12] and testbeds [4, 13], network emulators pro-
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vide an intermediate point between simplicity and experimental ﬁdelity. For instance,
taking advantage of Linux containers and software switches, Mininet enables users to
emulate mid-size network experiments on any general-purpose computer (e.g., laptops
and desktops).
While network emulators provide resource isolation through virtualization among
emulated network devices and hosts, they may fail to provide guaranteed performance
as hardware network devices. When users specify desired requirements for a network
experiment (e.g., link bandwidth and latency), network emulators may violate those
requirements due to the lack of performance estimation of the network devices. The
violation of performance requirements becomes even worse when it comes to a distributed network emulator that is typically composed of a cluster of heterogeneous
physical machines (PMs). If network emulators are unaware of the actual performance of emulated network devices, they may map a piece of an network experiment
to a PM that is incapable of handling that piece while other more powerful PMs are
not fully utilized.
To address this problem, we propose our solution to allocate resources of a heterogeneous cluster for network experiments while maintaining high experimental ﬁdelity. We ﬁrst conduct an oﬄine experimentation-based resource quantiﬁcation process to assess the traﬃc processing capacity of each PM using polynomial regression.
By leveraging the estimated PM capacities and network experiment information, we
model the resource allocation problem as an unequal-sized graph partitioning problem and design the “Waterfall” algorithm to split and map the network experiment
to appropriate PMs with high experimental ﬁdelity in a best eﬀort fashion. In our
evaluation, we demonstrate that:
• In simulation, the Waterfall algorithm selects the least number of PMs while
suﬃcing experimental requirements and achieves high resource eﬃciency and
minimal PM over-utilization at the same time for three diﬀerent topology sizes.
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• In DDoS testbed experiments, we observe our solution outperforms other methods in experimental ﬁdelity (link utilization and HTTP throughput) and resource eﬃciency (CPU utilization and number of selected PMs).

1.3 Organization
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses research
eﬀorts in the literature regarding graph partitioning algorithms and placement algorithms related to our work for network emulation and resource allocation in NFV
context, comprehensive VNF management frameworks, and application of machine
learning techniques in computer system/networking related to our work in NFV domain. Chapter 3 presents the ﬁrst piece of our eﬀorts in NFV: NFV-VITAL. We
discuss the lessons we learned from the VNF case study and the design and evaluation of NFV-VITAL in details. Chapter 4 describes how ENVI monitors VNFs and
generates accurate and timely scaling decisions at online stage based on the characterization results derived from NFV-VITAL. Chapter 5 introduces our solutions
to address the experimental ﬁdelity problem of distributed network emulators on a
heterogeneous cluster including a quantiﬁcation process of physical machines and the
Waterfall algorithm to map a network experiment to corresponding machines. Chapter 6 concludes this dissertation and discusses future work.
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2 RELATED WORK
In this chapter, we summarize the literature related to resource allocation in the
context of distribution network emulation and network functions virtualization respectively.

2.1 Distributed Network Emulation
Mapping a network experiment onto available PMs is a classic resource allocation
problem. A network experiment can be modeled as a weighted graph representing the
network topology and (potentially) information about network traﬃc ﬂows. Hence,
the mapping problem can be translated into a graph partitioning problem that attempts to minimize the edge cut weights.
Graph partitioning is known to be NP-hard and has been studied for decades.
The Kernighan-Lin (KL) algorithm [14] is one of the earliest eﬀective heuristics to
address 2-way partitioning by swapping vertices in the two initial partitions to achieve
a smaller edge-cut.Spectral algorithms [15, 16] partition a graph by computing the
eigenvectors of the adjacency matrix of the graph.
The multilevel approach proposed in [17–20] constructs a sequence of increasingly
coarsened graphs and partitions the smallest graph. It eventually uncoarsens the
partitioning results back to the original graph. Heuristics are used in each phase to
increase the partitioning quality. These algorithms take as input the number of partitions and the shares of each partition. We leverage single-objective, multi-constraint
METIS [17, 18] in this paper, and focus on balancing the seemingly-conﬂicting goals
of performance ﬁdelity and judicious use of resources.
Another related line of work is work on service placement in data centers. The Virtual Machine (VM) placement problem [21–23] allocates VMs to reduce traﬃc/latency
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and achieve high PM utilization. The requests do not typically include network devices, such as switches and routers, though. The virtual network embedding problem [24,25] determines a solution to map each virtual network to a substrate network,
addressing potentially diﬀerent performance objectives (e.g., latency or throughput).
While this is similar to our problem in that the underlying resources to be allocated
include physical network infrastructure (switches, routers and links), our work considers an additional factor: the traﬃc processing capacity of a physical machine.
Testbed mapping [4, 26–28] instantiates a testbed user’s experiment onto physical
resources. This includes both one-to-one mapping (one experimental or virtual node
(vnode) to one physical machine (PM)) and many-to-one mapping (multiple vnodes
to one PM) [29]. Once users “swap in” their experiments, they usually last for a long
time [26, 27]. Historical records can be used to improve the allocation solution (as
in DETER assign+ [27]). Flow-based scenario partitioning (FSP) [30] partitions a
network experiment based on traﬃc ﬂow information and combines the results from
partitions. EasyScale [28] is a framework for leveraging multiple scaling techniques.
Our work is complementary to this work, and can be used to map an individual
EasyScale sub-topology, for example.
Virtualized Emulab [31] is closely related to our work. It extends the assign
algorithm [26] used in Emulab with heuristics to enable large scale network emulation.
It does not, however, develop a uniﬁed resource capacity abstraction for physical
nodes and the experimental topology. Virtualized Emulab divides a physical node
into a number of slots and asks the user to provide information on how many slots
an experimental (virtual) node needs. The capacity of the “loopback” device that
carries traﬃc among virtual nodes on the same physical node is not quantiﬁed. VTMininet [32] proposes an adaptive virtual time system [33, 34] to scale Mininet [9,
35]. Time dilation [33, 34] prolongs the experiment duration, and can be used in
conjunction with our work in cases when resources are insuﬃcient.
Finally, MaxiNet [36] develops a framework for cluster-mode Mininet. By default, MaxiNet employs the METIS graph partitioning software [18] to split a net-
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work topology into a given number of partitions (sets). Each partition can then
run on a PM in the cluster. MaxiNet with METIS does not proﬁle the physical machines or consider CPU requirements of experimental nodes, which we focus on in this paper. Mininet 2.2.0 also introduced an experimental cluster mode.
The cluster mode provides several simple placement algorithms (SwitchBinPlacer,
RandomPlacer, RoundRobinPlacer), none of which addresses ﬁdelity concerns.

2.2 Network Functions Virtualization
The performance optimization of middleboxes long pre-dates the recent interest in
Network Functions Virtualization. In addition to the work mentioned in the introduction, a number of studies have applied clever techniques to enhance the performance
of middleboxes. Dobrescu et al [37] proposed a general-purpose packet-processing
system that combines ease of programmability with predictable performance, while
supporting a diverse set of applications and serving multiple clients with diﬀerent
needs. Anwer et al [38] describe the design of Slick, a prototypical control plane for
network middleboxes. Martins et al [39] proposed a new middlebox platform with a
smaller size, shorter booting time, and strong network processing ability.
Sekar et al [40] proposed CoMb to systematically explore opportunities for consolidation, both at the level of building individual middleboxes and managing a network
of middleboxes. Using a prototype implementation in Click, they show that CoMb
reduces the network provisioning cost and the load imbalance in the network. Gember
et al [41] investigated application deployment in the cloud from various perspectives,
including elasticity, network ﬂow distribution, and virtual machine placement. They
also advocate mechanisms that help exercise uniﬁed control over the key factors inﬂuencing middlebox operations [42]. They realize a software-deﬁned middlebox networking framework to simplify management of complex, diverse functionalities. More
recently, they have proposed a control plane called OpenNF to address race conditions, bound overhead, and accommodate a variety of network functions [43].
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Previous work, e.g.,, [44–53], considered VNF resource allocation together with
VNF placement, and modeled them as an optimization problem (e.g., Integer Linear
Programing (ILP)) that minimizes the total number of VNF instances, communication cost, or deployment cost under constraints of network traﬃc and physical network
topology. This line of work assumes VNF capacities are known and static, ignoring
performance characterization challenges. The work does not consider the impact of
dynamic network traﬃc on diﬀerent types of VNFs. Hence, the resource allocation
solutions may not work well in real-world deployments.
Stratos [41] and E2 [54] propose comprehensive NFV orchestration frameworks
which manage VNF instances and distribute ﬂows eﬃciently. However, E2 [54] relies
on the VNF developer to give the overload indicator for scaling a VNF with more
instances.The resource provisioning strategy in Stratos [41] bears some similarity to
our approach. However, Stratos monitors OS-level statistics only and does not specify
how they are used to detect overload. Woo et al. [55] propose to elastically scale
network functions without compromising performance by organizing VNF state as a
distributed shared object for stateful VNFs. ResQ [56] tackles the the high variability
and unpredictability in throughput and latency for consolidated network functions by
applying processor cache isolation to enforce performance service level objectives.
Resource allocation has also been studied in the context of cloud computing.
In the public cloud, neither the provider nor the user is willing to share information, which hinders making eﬃcient resource allocation decisions. In addition, the
chaining requirements in NFV introduces special constraints. Most cloud platforms
and third-party developers simply provide policy-based interfaces (e.g., OpenStack
Heat [57], Amazon AWS AutoScaling [58], Google Compute Engine AutoScaler [59]
and RightScale [60]) to users to scale their application by monitoring basic infrastructurelevel information. Some research work (e.g., [61], [62] and [63]) assumes certain workload patterns exist, and identiﬁes and stores resource assignment solutions for future
use.
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Learning approaches have proven eﬀective in solving system problems. Nagaraj et
al. [64], Liu et al. [65] and Arzani et al. [66] apply machine learning techniques to investigate system/network anomalies. Nagaraj et al. [64] compare distributed system
logs using statistical tests and dependency networks to identify performance degradation. Liu et al. [65] and Arzani et al. [66] train random forest models on historical
network data to determine network anomalies and root causes of failures, respectively.
Gao et al. [67] predict power usage eﬀectiveness (PUE) in Google data centers. Bao
et al [68] guide cellular network resource allocation using user experience prediction.
Mao et al. [69] solve the multi-resource allocation problem in a reinforcement learning
framework. These approaches are orthogonal to our work.
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3 PERFORMANCE CHARACTORIZATION FOR VIRTUAL NETWORK
FUNCTIONS
Network Function Virtualization (NFV) brings a cloud service automation paradigm
to demand-driven elastic ﬂexing of infrastructure resources. Thus, it is essential to
characterize the impact of hardware and virtualization options on the virtual network
function (VNF) performance, and on the load on underlying infrastructure.
In this chapter, we present VNF characterization case studies with three sample
open-source VNF platforms, the Clearwater IMS VNF and two intrusion detection
system VNFs (Snort and Suricata). We demonstrate that VNF characterization is
vital for optimizing VNF performance, as well as eﬃcient utilization of infrastructure
resources. We use the lessons learned from our case studies to design and implement a VNF characterization framework, NFV-VITAL, to characterize VNFs based
on user preferences and available resources. We demonstrate how NFV-VITAL can
automatically determine optimal conﬁgurations under diﬀerent workloads with the
three sample VNFs.

3.1 Background
Driven by the requirements for faster provisioning of network services, Communication Service Providers (CSPs) have embarked on a major transformation of their
network infrastructure by adopting Network Function Virtualization (NFV) [70].
NFV entails implementing network functions – currently available on proprietary
middleboxes and network equipment hardware – in software. Such Virtual Network
Functions (VNFs) can be deployed on industry standard commodity servers, storage and switches. NFV allows CSPs to leverage virtualization and cloud automation
technologies. As with the “Cloudiﬁcation of IT services,” the NFV transformation
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not only enables agile network service deployment, but also improves demand-driven
elastic ﬂexing for scale-out, and breaks the hardware vendor lock-in as VNFs are
portable across diﬀerent hardware platforms.
Several challenges need to be tackled for successful NFV deployment. First, the
network equipment providers should keep the performance degradation from software
implementation of network functions to a minimum. Second, the NFV orchestration
tools need to determine the virtualization setups and conﬁguration options to optimize VNF performance and automatically scale the VNF resource allocation with
workload. Third, a uniﬁed interface for decoupling virtualized instances from underlying hardware is needed. Although understanding the impact of virtualization
on network functions is of paramount importance for NFV to succeed, current studies are driven by vendor eﬀorts to demonstrate either the overhead associated with
their respective technologies, or the performance of their respective VNF implementations. Performance studies of NFV fall into three broad categories: (i) Performance
benchmarking of a single option, such as CPU pinning, Intel DPDK, PF - RING, and
SR-IOV, e.g., [71,72], (ii) Performance testing of a single VNF running on a hypervisor
in an isolated environment, e.g., [73], and (iii) Network performance measurement,
such as UDP/TCP throughput and delay, of a VM or a public cloud deployment,
e.g., [74].
One diﬃculty in creating an NFV characterization framework is the large number of conﬁguration knobs and hardware settings (e.g., CPU pinning, c-states, and
memory interleaving) available in NFV deployments. Additionally, the compute and
network requirements of various VNFs vary signiﬁcantly. While VNFs such as virtual
routers and ﬁrewalls are primarily bounded by network throughput, others such as
load balancers are bounded by network and compute (or memory) for session state
management. Some VNFs may comprise multiple simpler VNFs/components with a
communication and dependency relationship among them. Each of these components
can exhibit diﬀerent virtualization impacts and scalability requirements.
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This work makes two key contributions. First, we conduct a VNF case study
on the Clearwater [75] cloud-based IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) (section 3.2).
Motivated by this case study, we propose NFV-VITAL (Virtualization Impact on
Throughput And Load) – a framework for performance characterization of diﬀerent
types of VNFs in a real private cloud deployment (OpenStack) with diﬀerent options
(e.g., CPU pinning) (section 3.3). We demonstrate the beneﬁts of the NFV-VITAL
framework for analyzing optimal sizing and conﬁguration for the Clearwater, Snort,
and Suricata VNFs. NFV-VITAL can be used for automatically: (1) Estimating
VNF capacity for a given resource conﬁguration, (2) Computing virtualization and
system overhead associated with resource ﬂexing such as scale-out and scale-up, (3)
Determining the optimal resource conﬁguration for a given workload, (4) Evaluating
diﬀerent virtualization and hardware options, and (5) Fine-tuning VNF implementation and performance.

3.2 VNF Case Study
Before designing NFV-VITAL, we conduct a case study to understand how different orchestration/scaling methods aﬀect the performance of a clustered VNF with
diﬀerent components. We seek answers to questions such as (1) how VNF performance varies when allocating the same resources in diﬀerent setups; (2) causes for
the diﬀerences: load balancing, inter-component synchronization or intra-component
communication; (3) how to alleviate performance degradation with diﬀerent orchestration methods; (4) how to detect when a VNF is approaching a performance bottleneck; and (5) how best to scale the system to achieve the highest performance gain.
With these answers, we can derive the characterization framework in section 3.3.
We construct a testbed with 3 HP DL360p blade servers and 2 HP Z420 workstations, connected by an HP ProCurve 3500yl Gigabit switch. Table 3.1 gives the basic
conﬁguration of the testbed machines. We use the OpenStack [76] Icehouse release as
a cloud orchestrator to manage the compute and network resources. The 3 DL360p
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blade servers are used as compute nodes (CNs) and the two Z420 workstations are
used as controller and network nodes (NN), respectively. The OpenStack networking
component is conﬁgured with Modular Layer 2 (ML2) GRE tunnels. All tests in this
work are conducted on this testbed.
Table 3.1.
Blade server, workstation and VM conﬁgurations
PM/VM
DL360p
Z420
cw1.small
cw1.medium
cw1.large

CPU
2x Intel Xeon E5-2680 v2
1x Intel Xeon E5-1620
1x vCPU
2x vCPU
4x vCPU

Cores RAM
20
212 GB
4
16 GB
2 GB
1
4 GB
2
8 GB
4

3.2.1 Clearwater: An IP Multimedia Subsystem
Clearwater [75] is a real world, telco-grade IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS).

1

It

is a typical clustered VNF that comprises a number of components, each of which
plays a unique role in the system and exhibits unique resource utilization patterns:
Bono is the SIP edge proxy component, providing both a SIP IMS Gm compliant interface and a WebRTC interface to clients. Sprout serves as combined SIP
registrar and authoritative routing proxy, and handles client authentication and interfaces to other application servers. Homestead is the home subscriber server with
web interfaces provided to Sprout for retrieving authentication credentials and user
proﬁle information. Homer is a standard XML document management server that
stores multimedia telephony service settings for each user. Ralf is used for oﬄine
billing. Ellis is a sample web-based user provisioning portal for self sign-up, password
management, line management and control of service settings.
1

Clearwater is still under active development (released twice a month). Diﬀerent versions may
exhibit diﬀerent performance.
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Our lab deployment of Clearwater excludes Ralf and Ellis, since these two components are for billing and account management which are not key for our characterization case study. Each of the deployed components consists of one or more VMs of
diﬀerent sizes orchestrated by OpenStack. A separate VM is used as a DNS server for
internal communication and load balancing in clustered deployments of Clearwater.
Sprout and Homestead use memcached [77] and cassandra [78] to store registration
state and user information, respectively. Therefore, clustering these two components
involves synchronization of the datastore and timer service. As the SIP edge proxy,
each Bono node works independently without any synchronization with other Bono
nodes. All Clearwater VMs are assigned to the same compute nodes of OpenStack
and each vCPU is pinned to a physical core to eliminate potential eﬀects of network
and CPU dynamics.

3.2.2 Testing Methodology
We vary the workload and the deployment size of Clearwater (scaling up/down,
in/out) to understand the impact of orchestration strategies. We collect the CPU,
memory and network usage of all instantiations for deeper analysis.

Workload Generation
We use the open source tool SIPp [79] as the workload generator, and choose user
registration and deregistration as a test scenario. Each SIPp reg-dereg call contains
three REGISTER requests – the ﬁrst two are for registration and authentication and
the third is for deregistration. If any of the three requests yields an unexpected response (e.g., 408 Request Timeout and 503 Service Unavailable), the call is considered
as “failed.” If a request does not receive any response in 10 seconds, this call also
fails due to timeout.
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SIPp runs on a dedicated physical server. We change the call rate with a granularity of 50 calls/sec from 200 calls/sec to 1100 calls/sec depending on the deployment
size. Each test lasts 300 seconds and we repeat it 10 times to average the results.

System Capacity Measurement
The deﬁnition of VNF capacity may vary depending on the functionality of the
VNF and type of workload. In our study of the Clearwater IMS, the most important
metric is the maximum oﬀered workload at which it can provide the desired stable
service. We measure this by monitoring how closely the successful call rate (SCR)
reported by SIPp follows the input call rate (ICR) we specify in SIPp. Both quantities
are in units of calls per second.
Clearwater uses a token bucket mechanism [80] to control the load. It accepts a
request only if the token bucket is non-empty. The token bucket is replenished based
on a token rate that is adjusted as follows. If current message queuing delay has not
reached a predeﬁned threshold value, the token rate increases additively; otherwise it
decreases multiplicatively:

ICR ↑ ⇒ message queuing time ↑ ⇒ token rate ↓
⇒ reject requests ⇒ SCR ↓
Therefore, we deﬁne Clearwater system capacity with reg-dereg traﬃc to be the
maximum ICR when

SCR
ICR

≥ a speciﬁed threshold, e.g., 0.8 or 0.9. In other words,

when reg-dereg call rate exceeds the system capacity, a certain percentage, say 10 or
20%, of the calls will fail.
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3.2.3 Results Analysis
Based on our observations, Bono, Sprout and Homestead are the three most heavily loaded Clearwater components and they are all CPU-bound in single VM per component instantiation. In our tests, we change the total number of vCPUs assigned
to the Clearwater cluster and evenly distribute them among the three components.
Homer uses one small instance in all tests. Therefore, in the rest of the analysis, we
focus on CPU usage analysis of Clearwater instances. We did not cluster Bono nodes
due to the observation that Bono nodes work independently without any synchronization overhead and it is not the bottleneck in any of our tests.
Table 3.2 shows the deployment sizes we tested and the maximum ICR when
is 0.8 and 0.9. The column

SCR
ICR

SCR
ICR

= 0.9 gives the system capacities. In the remainder

of this section, we discuss the results using diﬀerent scaling methods.
Table 3.2.
Clearwater system capacity using diﬀerent scaling methods.
bn1s-sp1s-hs1s stands for one small instance for Bono, 1 small instance for Sprout and 1 small instance for Homestead
Clearwater Sizing

vCPUs

bn1s-sp1s-hs1s
bn1m-sp1m-hs1m
bn1m-sp2s-hs2s
bn1l-sp1l-hs1l
bn1l-sp1l-hs2m
bn1l-sp2m-hs1l
bn1l-sp2m-hs2m
bn1l-sp1l-hs4s
bn1l-sp4s-hs1l
bn1l-sp4s-hs4s

3
6
6
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

ICR
(0.9)
350
600
300
1000
550
650
450
400
500
350

ICR
(0.8)
350
650
350
1100
650
650
500
450
500
450
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Scaling Up
To test Clearwater scaling up, we use one instance per component and increase
the size of instances from small to large (e.g., bn1s-sp1s-hs1s, bn1m-sp1m-hs1m and
bn1l-sp1l-hs1l in table 3.2). Fig. 3.1 shows the SCR changes as ICR increases.
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Figure 3.1. Clearwater: scaling up

For the same deployment size, SCR changes signiﬁcantly when ICR exceeds the
system capacity point of SCR = 0.9, which means that Clearwater can no longer
provide stable service beyond that point. Scaling up Clearwater by doubling the
CPU resource almost doubles the system capacity. For instance, when Clearwater
scales from bn1s-sp1s-hs1s to bn1m-sp1m-hs1m, the system capacity increases from
350 calls/sec to 600 calls/sec, and scaling further to bn1l-sp1l-hs1l boosts system
capacity to 1000 calls/sec.
Fig. 3.2(a) shows SCR and CPU usage in test case bn1m-sp1m-hs1m collected from
the SIPp report and utilization traces at three diﬀerent workload levels: underload,
system capacity and overload. We found that both SCR and CPU utilization oscillate
signiﬁcantly when the workload exceeds the system capacity point. This is due to
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the Clearwater load control mechanism on the Sprout instance, which rejects requests
when it detects that the request queuing time exceeds a given latency (e.g., 100 ms).
CPU resources are freed during this load adjusting period and SIP requests are not
handled. This situation can occur on all instances of Sprout and Homestead when
the CPU usage approaches 100%. In other words, this instance may become the
bottleneck of the entire Clearwater system.

Scaling Out
We investigate scaling out by increasing the number of instances for diﬀerent
components. We compared Clearwater deployment sizes from 1 small instance per
component to 4 small instances per component or 2 medium instances per component (e.g., bn1s-sp1s-hs1s, bn1m-sp2s-hs2s, bn1l-sp2m-hs2m and bn1l-sp4shs4s) shown in ﬁg. 3.3. Scaling out from bn1s-sp1s-hs1s to bn1m-sp2s-hs2s does
not improve the performance of Clearwater even when the total CPU resource assigned to Clearwater is doubled. Scaling out further to bn1l-sp2m-hs2m and bn1lsp4s-hs4s improves the performance, but it is still signiﬁcantly less than the base
case bn1l-sp1l-hs1l with equivalent vCPU resources.
Compared to scaling up, scaling out does not increase Clearwater system capacity
due to two key reasons:
• Data synchronization among nodes of the same component: In Clearwater,
this includes synchronization of chronos and memcached on Sprout nodes and
cassandra on Homestead nodes. chronos is a synchronized timer service to track
registration expiry information on diﬀerent Sprout nodes; and
• Imperfect load balancing: Bono creates 50 connections to all Sprout instances,
and these connections get refreshed every minute following a Poisson distribution. If too many rejections (503 response) occur on one speciﬁc Sprout node,
this Sprout node is blacklisted by Bono for several periods. Therefore, this
Sprout node becomes idle. Hence we conclude that, Clearwater does not al-
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Figure 3.2. SIPp statistics and CPU utilization for bn1m-sp1m-hs1m
and bn1m-sp2s-hs2s. Blue, red and green curves stand for CPU
usage of Bono instance, Sprout instances and Homestead instances
respectively.
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Figure 3.3. Clearwater: scaling out

ways beneﬁt from more CPU resources, which results in the imbalance of CPU
usage we observed on diﬀerent Sprout nodes in Fig. 3.2(b). This does not occur when allocating all CPU resources to one instance in the scaling up tests.
The blacklisting combined with per instance load control make load balancing
ineﬀective.

3.2.4 Hybrid Scaling
The goal of hybrid scaling is to isolate clustering impact from diﬀerent components using the same amount of CPU resources. For instance, Sprout clusters
memcached, while Homestead clusters cassandra. We compared bn1l-sp1l-hs2m
to bn1l-sp2m-hs1l, and bn1l-sp4s-hs1l to bn1l-sp4s-hs4s, all of which use 12
vCPUs. As shown in ﬁg. 3.4, Clearwater exhibits worse performance when clustering more and smaller instances, compared to fewer and larger instances. Clustering
diﬀerent components changes the performance patterns as workload increases. For
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instance, SCR shows ﬂatter reduction when clustering Homestead, while it drops
suddenly after reaching the system capacity point when clustering Sprout.
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3.3 NFV-VITAL Design
Motivated by our case study in section 3.2, we believe that an NFV performance
characterization framework should:
1. Accommodate diﬀerent types of VNFs.
2. Adapt the deployment size of a VNF, with awareness of VNF components.
3. Generate diﬀerent VNF workloads.
4. Collect resource utilization traces of VNF instances.
5. Generate VNF performance evaluation reports.
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The aim of NFV-VITAL is to quickly determine the conﬁguration yielding maximum performance of a VNF. This poses the following challenges: (1) how to handle
diﬀerent types of VNFs, and (2) how to make practical and thorough performance
testing plans for a given VNF.
To generalize to diﬀerent VNF types, NFV-VITAL allows users to plug in their
own scripts to deploy and conﬁgure a target VNF, run workload generators, and
specify high-level testing “hints” for diﬀerent testing modes. Metrics vary based
on the VNF. Researchers may evaluate intrusion detection system (IDS) software
in terms of accuracy, throughput, or additional latency. NFV-VITAL computes the
relationship between the oﬀered load and the system throughput when varying virtualization/platform options and orchestration strategies. In other words, NFV-VITAL
computes the maximum workload a VNF can handle before service quality degrades,
using diﬀerent deployment sizes and virtualization options.
We leverage the proposed NFV architectural framework from ETSI [70] and implement NFV-VITAL as shown in Fig. 3.5.
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Figure 3.5. NFV-VITAL framework architecture
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The framework consists of four components: VITAL orchestrator, VNF workload
generator, VNF load monitor, and user input.

3.3.1 Framework components
User Input
As discussed above, VNFs are designed for diﬀerent purposes, making it diﬃcult to unify their usage. For testing purposes, we classify their diﬀerences into
three types: (1) installation/deployment, (2) workload generation, and (3) evaluation metric. To bridge these diﬀerences, NFV-VITAL allows users to provide their
own deployment speciﬁcation and workload speciﬁcation ﬁles, both of which are in
json format. Deployment speciﬁcations include VNF information such as vnf - name,
components, instances, flavors, servers, install, and mode. flavors are the
VM sizes to test and server includes user preferences when choosing hosts for VNF
instances, such as the preferred number of servers and virtualization features. mode
gives the testing mode for the target VNF, which we will discuss in section 3.3.2.
The workload speciﬁcation instructs the VNF workload generator on diﬀerent rates,
stop, generator and repeat values. Examples and detailed explanations of user
input can be found in [81].

VITAL Orchestrator
The VITAL orchestrator generates Heat templates [82] that represent the deployment sizes that the framework will test. The VITAL orchestrator uses each Heat
template to start all instances speciﬁed and then runs the given installation script
to bootstrap the VNF. After deployment is complete, it invokes the VNF workload
generator to initiate the testing process.
The orchestrator also executes a daemon process to receive and manage resource
utilization traces from the VNF load monitor, and VNF performance logs from the
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VNF workload generator. After all tests complete, system performance and resource
utilization plots are generated for each test. Comparison plots can be produced for
all deployment sizes tested. Based on the testing mode, the VITAL orchestrator may
scan resource utilization traces immediately after testing each deployment size.

VNF Workload Generator
The workload generator is invoked by the VITAL orchestrator once a test deployment is complete. The generator reads a speciﬁcation ﬁle, which includes the name
of an input script to run in order to generate the workload(s) on the target VNF. The
users specify the location of this script in the generator ﬁeld. NFV-VITAL relies
on the users to specify the range in which the workload generator operates and the
type of traﬃc to use, e.g., SIPp registration requests. The generator starts with the
minimum workload rate given in a range ﬁeld, and linearly increases the rate based
on an increase ﬁeld. The same test may be repeated several times depending on
the value of a repeat ﬁeld. The VNF workload generator also expects the user script
to return a performance indicator (e.g., SCR in Clearwater tests) to describe system
performance.
Since we use the same range to generate workloads for all deployment sizes, it
is possible that some target VNF deployments with small sizes reach the system capacity point ahead of reaching the maximum value in range. In this case, increasing
workload further is not useful. Thus, we provide an optional feature for the user to
deﬁne a stopping condition in the stop ﬁeld. The testing process for a given deployment size terminates when the maximum rate is reached or the stopping condition is
satisﬁed.

VNF Load Monitor
Since users may not have access to physical hosts on some platforms, the VNF load
monitor runs on all VNF instances to collect (i) CPU, (ii) memory, and (iii) network
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utilization, and record them in a csv ﬁle during a test. When a test is complete, the
three utilization traces are uploaded to the VITAL orchestrator. The users can decide
to use any of three utilization values for scaling.

3.3.2 Testing Modes
To make practical and thorough testing plans, NFV-VITAL allows users to choose
from three testing modes: custom sizing, exhaustive search, and component-aware
directed search.
Custom Sizing: In this mode, users can specify diﬀerent deployment sizes in the
sizes ﬁeld of the deployment speciﬁcation, e.g.., number and ﬂavor of each VNF
component. The VITAL orchestrator directly translates these deployment sizes into
Heat templates. A user can use this mode to test the maximum workload and the
bottleneck components of speciﬁc deployment sizes.
Exhaustive Search: Exhaustive search is ideal when a user wants to test all possible
deployment sizes for given resources. With exhaustive search, the VITAL orchestrator
ﬁrst computes all possible combinations based on the given ﬂavors of each VNF
component that satisfy the resource requirements, then translates all possible sizes
into Heat templates. As with custom sizing, deployment sizes to test are determined
beforehand in an oﬄine fashion.
Component-aware Directed Search: An important lesson we learned from section 3.2 is that the performance of a VNF deployment can be limited by a speciﬁc
component. Thus, we design a component-aware directed search system to determine
the optimal deployment size for a given workload, or the maximum performance that
can be reached using given resources. Unlike custom sizing and exhaustive search, the
deployment sizes in directed search are computed online during the testing process.
The VITAL orchestrator starts with the minimal deployment size (e.g., one instance with minimum ﬂavor per component). After tests on this initial deployment
size are complete, the VITAL orchestrator analyzes the resource utilization traces
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when the system capacity point is reached, and determines the VNF component with
highest resource usage. Directed search then scales up or out. We are still investigating the integration of hybrid scaling in directed search to increase the search space.
The testing process terminates either when the given workload is reached or when
the given resource is exhausted.
With exhaustive search and component-aware directed search, the solution space
may grow exponentially as the resources and the number of components increase.
However, the available VM sizes are limited, which reduces the number of possible
solutions. For instance, we only use three diﬀerent VM sizes cw1.small, cw1.medium
and cw1.large in our demonstrations. For exhaustive search, since all possible deployment sizes are computed oﬄine, this problem does not aﬀect the performance
at run time. For component-aware directed search, we limit the users to use either
scaling up or scaling out in one set of tests. If the users choose scaling out, only one
VM size can be deﬁned. Therefore, the users can determine the optimal VM size
of the VNF by scaling up and the optimal number of VMs for each component by
scaling out. These strategies yield a reasonable solution space size in our evaluation.

3.4 Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we demonstrate NFV-VITAL using three diﬀerent VNFs: IMS software Clearwater and two IDS software, Snort and Suricata. All tests are conducted
on the same OpenStack testbed used in section 3.2.

3.4.1 Clearwater Demonstration
Unlike the Clearwater tests in section 3.2, we use component-aware directed search
in this demonstration. The user input ﬁle has a 6-vCPU resource restriction, CPU
core pinning, and scaling up. This input ﬁle can be found on our webpage (denoted
in the footnotes).
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NFV-VITAL ﬁrst tests bn1s-sp1s-hs1s and ﬁnds that the bottleneck is CPU
usage on the Sprout component. It then scales up to bn1s-sp1m-hs1s adding one
more vCPU to Sprout. Now Homestead CPU usage becomes the system bottleneck.
NFV-VITAL then scales to bn1s-sp1m-hs1m. Sprout becomes the bottleneck again.
However, we cannot scale up the Sprout instance to cw1.large because of the 6vCPU threshold we speciﬁed. NFV-VITAL then repeats the same process using core
pinning. Fig. 3.6 shows how SCR changes when applying the same reg-dereg traﬃc.
Based on this result, we conclude that the optimal deployment size with a 6-vCPU
restriction is bn1s-sp1m-hs1m and the maximum system capacity is 600 calls/second
of reg-dereg traﬃc.
As shown in section 3.2, diﬀerent components of Clearwater exhibit diﬀerent CPU
usage patterns: Sprout is the bottleneck with twice the CPU usage of Bono when we
assign them the same resources. However, the optimal Clearwater deployment size
that NFV-VITAL ﬁnds in this demonstration yields similar CPU usage for Sprout,
Homestead, and Bono (75% to 85%).
We also tested with reg-invite traﬃc, with 21 requests and responses in each call.
The optimal deployment size that NFV-VITAL ﬁnds is also bn1s-sp1m-hs1m. The
maximum system capacity is 150 calls/second, however. This conﬁrms that with
diﬀerent types of traﬃc, the same VNF can exhibit signiﬁcantly diﬀerent system
capacity.
In summary, NFV-VITAL can locate the performance bottleneck of the entire
VNF under diﬀerent conditions. Given the resources or workload, NFV-VITAL can
determine the most eﬃcient deployment size in an automated fashion.

3.4.2 IDS Demonstration
In this demonstration, we compute the packet processing ability of Snort (version
2.9.7.3) and Suricata (version 2.0.8) using custom sizing. Since both IDSs are single
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Figure 3.6. NFV-VITAL demonstration on Clearwater

VNF, we test them with three deployment sizes: one small instance, one medium
instance, and one large instance.
Similar to the baseline test in [83], we keep the default conﬁguration of both Snort
and Suricata using the same VRT rule set. The only change is that we enabled the
“set-cpu-aﬃnity” option on Suricata. The test environment involves four VMs in the
same virtual subnet running hping3 [84] to generate UDP traﬃc at the same rate with
packet size 64 bytes. All traﬃc is mirrored to a separate VM running IDS software.
We add an additional rule to match UDP packets with the keyword “malicious” in the
payload. A VM that generates traﬃc matching this rule is identiﬁed as a malicious
node. We vary the number of malicious nodes from 0 to 4 to generate ﬁve types
of traﬃc: 0% malicious traﬃc, 25% malicious traﬃc, 50% malicious traﬃc, 75% of
malicious traﬃc, and 100% malicious traﬃc. The workload is deﬁned by the packet
generation speed from all four senders, and the system performance is represented
by the packet processing speed of the IDS – both quantities are in kilo-packets per
second (kpps).
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Fig. 3.7 shows how the packet processing speed on Snort changes with increasing traﬃc. We observe that for the same type of traﬃc, scaling the Snort instance
from small to large yields little improvement. Investigating the resource utilization
traces that our framework collected, we ﬁnd that at a given time, Snort only uses
a single vCPU even with medium and large instance sizes. The rest of the vCPUs
have low utilization. This conﬁrms the fact that Snort scales poorly on multi-core
systems. A potential solution to this problem is to run multiple instances of Snort
and conﬁgure them to handle partial traﬃc in the same VM. However, this may lead
to false negatives for some stateful attacks. When we increase the malicious traﬃc
proportion, we ﬁnd that the processing speed of Snort signiﬁcantly decreases due to
the rule matching overhead.
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Figure 3.7. NFV-VITAL demonstration on Snort

Fig. 3.8 shows that Suricata exhibits very diﬀerent behavior from Snort in the same
testing environment: increasing the proportion of malicious traﬃc does not impact
the packet processing speed as much as on Snort. Suricata beneﬁts from native
multi-threading support and decoupling of packet acquisition, decoding, detection,
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and output into diﬀerent modules. For instance, when increasing malicious traﬃc,
detection threads consume more CPU cycles. Since they use diﬀerent vCPUs, this
does not aﬀect the performance of packet acquisition, leading to better performance
than Snort. With no malicious traﬃc, multi-threading only boosts packet processing
speed of Suricata by 30% over Snort. However, scaling Suricata from a medium to a
large instance does not improve its performance. This is because Suricata only uses
250 out of 400 (4×100) of the CPU resources in a large instance. Further tuning
of the Suricata “threading” options may increase performance in the case of large
instances.
To conclude, with NFV-VITAL, users can compare the performance of VNFs in a
controlled environment with multiple types of workload. NFV-VITAL aids in understanding performance diﬀerences and optimizing VNFs with diﬀerent conﬁgurations.
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Figure 3.8. NFV-VITAL demonstration on Suricata
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3.5 Summary
This work has demonstrated the importance of VNF performance characterization. Based on our extensive case study of the Clearwater IMS VNF, and two IDS
VNFs (Snort and Suricata), we proposed NFV-VITAL, a general framework for VNF
characterization. We observe that scaling up VM resources (vCPU and memory)
for diﬀerent Clearwater components results in almost linearly proportional increase
in system capacity. This is because a single VM per component instantiation is
compute-bound for registration-deregistration workload. Since it is impossible to inﬁnitely increase vCPU and memory allocation to a single VM, NFV orchestration
controllers have to resort to scale out by instantiating multiple VM clusters for each
component. However, comparing diﬀerent equivalent instantiations with the same
vCPU and memory resources, scaling out performs worse than scaling up. This is
due to clustering overhead associated with underlying subsystems like memcached (for
Sprout) and cassandra (for Homestead). The clustering overhead is amortized as the
size (resource allocation) of individual VM instances increases. We also characterized
system performance with hybrid scaling instantiations. Since diﬀerent components
are under diﬀerent loads, such characterization can be leveraged to design control algorithms for selecting optimal VM sizing and clustering for diﬀerent components on
the available infrastructure. Analysis of performance degradation due to clustering
enabled us to detect deﬁciencies in the load balancing approach of Clearwater. Similarly, we leveraged the NFV-VITAL framework to validate the limitations of Snort
compared to Suricata. Scaling up Snort by allocating more vCPU resources is not an
eﬀective option, whereas it is eﬀective for Suricata. The NFV-VITAL characterization
framework can demystify unexpected performance degradation.
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4 DATA-DRIVEN RESOURCE FLEXING FOR NETWORK FUNCTIONS
VIRTUALIZATION
Resource ﬂexing is the notion of allocating resources on-demand as workload changes.
This is a key advantage of Virtualized Network Functions (VNFs) over their nonvirtualized counterparts. It is diﬃcult to balance the timeliness and resource eﬃciency
when making resource ﬂexing decisions due to unpredictable workloads and complex
VNF processing logic.
In this chapter, we propose an Elastic resource ﬂexing system for Network functions VIrtualization (ENVI) that leverages a combination of VNF-level features and
infrastructure-level features to construct a neural-network-based scaling decision engine for generating timely scaling decisions. To adapt to dynamic workloads, we design a window-based rewinding mechanism to update the neural network with emerging workload patterns and make accurate decisions in real time. Our experimental
results for real VNFs (IDS Suricata and caching proxy Squid) using workloads generated based on real-world traces, show that ENVI provisions signiﬁcantly fewer (up
to 26%) resources without violating service level objectives, compared to commonly
used rule-based scaling policies.

4.1 Background
Virtualization and automated resource orchestration, usually referred to as cloudiﬁcation, have transformed IT operations and management. Virtualization allows
applications and services to be deployed on commodity hardware in public or private data centers to reduce capital expenses (CapEx). Telecommunication providers
are now leveraging virtualization technologies to move network services (e.g., intrusion detection systems (IDSes), caching proxies and Evolve Packet Core (EPC)) from
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proprietary hardware to virtualized implementations on commodity devices. This
adoption, called Network Functions Virtualization (NFV), increases agility, scalability, and elasticity of their IT infrastructure.
The savings in operational expenses (OpEx) can only be attained and realized
if the virtualized infrastructure is Resource Proportional. Resource Proportionality
can be deﬁned as allocation and consumption of compute, memory, networking and
storage resources proportionally to the workload incident on the infrastructure. Most
of the cloud computing workload is unimodal in terms of resource bottlenecks, e.g.,
CPU, memory or network. However, NFV workloads are complex and can be bottlenecked at diﬀerent, even multiple, resource types. For example, caching proxies (e.g.,
Squid) can be bottlenecked on both CPU and memory depending on workload traﬃc
while IDSes (e.g., Snort and Suricata) are primarily CPU-bottlenecked.
While NFV orchestrators can elastically scale a deployment to adjust the system
capacity and meet the requirements of varying workloads, there is a need for more
sophisticated resource management. An important part of resource management is
making decisions about when to scale/adjust resource allocation. Accuracy and timeliness of scaling decisions allow balancing the tradeoﬀs associated with resource allocation. Making scaling decisions long before actual overload causes under-utilization
of resources allocated to a VNF (and hence higher operational expenses). Conversely,
scaling decisions after the fact can incur penalties associated with violations of service level objectives (SLOs) and even service disruption. Designing an elastic resource
management system for NFV can be very challenging due to (1) the lack of detailed
performance speciﬁcations of VNFs for diﬀerent conﬁgurations and workloads; (2)
distinct processing logic of various VNFs; (3) the variable composition and volume
dynamics of workload traﬃc; and (4) the cascading eﬀects of scaling VNFs along a
service function chain. We elaborate on these challenges in § 4.2.
Most cloud platforms provide static rules-based policy interfaces (e.g., OpenStack
Heat [57], Amazon EC2 AutoScaling [58], and Google Cloud AutoScaler [59]) for users
to deﬁne scaling strategies for their applications and services. These rules are speciﬁed
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in terms of basic resource utilization information (e.g., CPU, memory and network)
gathered by monitoring of the underlying infrastructure. Some researchers model
VNF placement and resource allocation as an optimization problem that minimizes
cost or maximizes system capacity. Although these solutions are successful in certain
scenarios with single resource bottlenecks, most fail to account for the complex resource consumption behavior of today’s services and VNF classes. As is evident from
Figures 4.2(a) and 4.2(b), a static rule such as scale when CP U utilization ≥ 70% is
insuﬃcient for varying workload types.
We observe that service developers and users rely on critical internal runtime state
information to manage the stability of their operational systems. Such critical internal
information is recorded in system/application logs and has become a common source
for debugging and monitoring running programs. Such log data can be found (actively or passively) for most VNFs. For instance, both the Snort and Suricata IDSes
report packet classiﬁcation, throughput, and rule matching statistics in their logs. We
collect and mine this log data, along with infrastructure resource utilization information (referred to as VNF-level features and infrastructure-level features, respectively)
to understand the running status. We argue that combining these VNF-level features and infrastructure-level features (as composite feature sets) can enhance our
understanding of VNF run-time dynamics, and hence increase the accuracy of elastic
scaling.
In this paper, we propose an Elastic resource ﬂexing system for Network functions
VIrtualization (ENVI) to make scaling decisions based on an evolving neural network
by periodically collecting data on VNF and infrastructure resources. ENVI uses these
VNF-speciﬁc and infrastructure utilization information as input features to train a
multi-layer neural network during oﬄine performance tests (oﬄine stage). After
deployment (online stage), ENVI continues to collect the same information and uses
the previously trained neural networks as initial classiﬁers to make scaling decisions.
Retraining is activated when false positive or false negative decisions are observed,
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in order to adapt neural networks to new patterns in workload traﬃc. Our earlier
work [85] only explored the oﬄine stage.
Due to the complexity of VNF processing logic and workload dynamics, it is infeasible to formulate precise mathematical models for VNFs even with a composite
feature set. Therefore, we take an alternative approach. We model the scaling decision making process as a binary classiﬁcation problem by capturing sophisticated
relationships between VNF runtime status and system scaling using a neural network
for each VNF. To make scaling decisions prior to actual VNF overload, the decision
boundary generated by neural network classiﬁers should be ahead of the actual VNF
capacity. However, VNF capacity is aﬀected by a number of factors, such as composition of workload traﬃc, type and amount of virtualized resources provisioned, and
VNF processing logic. We achieve this by enforcing a safety margin or “buﬀer zone”
between decision boundaries and actual system capacities during the sample labeling
process.
During the online stage, ENVI starts making scaling decisions using the initial
neural network. However, as with many machine learning algorithms, new input patterns arise when workload varies, leading to false decisions. We need to continue
updating the initial neural networks to keep up with dynamic workload traﬃc. Additionally, ENVI aims to avoid VNF overload by taking timely scaling actions, which
may lead to a signiﬁcantly smaller number of 0s (“not scale”) than 1s (“scale”) decisions produced by neural networks. This imbalanced number of the two classes
creates a biased data set for training neural network during the online stage. To
address these problems, we developed a window-based sample selection mechanism
along with a rewinding mechanism to relabel and select balanced numbers of samples
of the two classes to train the current neural network whenever false decisions are
observed.
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4.2 Challenges
Resource ﬂexing is complicated by the dynamic and composite nature of workload,
and the resource consumption behavior of diﬀerent VNFs or applications. We discuss
these challenges in this section, and explain why they render static or threshold-based
resource ﬂexing ineﬀective.

4.2.1 Workload Dynamics
Table 4.1 shows samples of Internet traﬃc protocol composition based on traces
collected collected by CAIDA in Chicago from January 2016 to April 2016 [86]. As
seen in the table, workloads of a VNF or other application vary in ways that are difﬁcult to predict. Workload composition includes factors such as the mix of protocols
used, packet size distribution, and application-level content.
Table 4.1.
Internet traﬃc composition collected by CAIDA in Chicago [86].
Application 01/21/16
HTTPS
52.07%
HTTP
32.55%
Other UDP
7.60%
Other TCP
4.45%
SSH
0.47%
ICHAT
0.24%
RTMP
0.23%
Other
2.60%

02/18/16
59.15%
28.60%
5.24%
3.66%
0.44%
0.36%
N/A
2.53%

03/17/16
49.91%
35.12%
6.96%
5.15%
N/A
0.31%
0.34%
2.21%

04/06/16
40.40%
38.76%
5.99%
11.73%
0.24%
0.23%
0.47%
2.18%

Fig. 4.1 depicts the traﬃc throughput information extracted from a week-long
NetFlow trace of a campus network, which we use in our Evaluation (§ 4.4). Although
long-term traﬃc volume patterns can be observed on certain links, such as diurnal
patterns (lower traﬃc volume at night compared to the daytime) and weekly patterns
(lower traﬃc volume during weekends compared to weekdays), these patterns are not
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suﬃciently consistent or ﬁne-grained to make timely scaling decisions. This renders
direct use of traﬃc patterns a poor approach for making resource ﬂexing decisions.
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Figure 4.1. Normalized throughput of a week-long Netﬂow trace.

4.2.2 VNF Diversity and Complexity
A variety of VNFs is being used, including NAT devices, ﬁrewalls, IDS/IPS systems, load balancers, WAN Optimizers, traﬃc shapers, proxies, and VPNs. Each of
these consumes resources in very diﬀerent ways. Resource consumption is inﬂuenced
by a number of factors, including the amount of state maintained, the type of processing done, and the structure of the code (e.g., single-threaded or multi-threaded). For
example, some VNFs may terminate or originate TCP connections, and some do not.
Some VNFs take actions per TCP connection, per individual packet, or per source IP
address. Some VNFs inspect and/or modify packet headers only, while some inspect
payloads.
Each VNF or application exhibits very diﬀerent resource consumption patterns,
based on both the workload and conﬁguration. The workload and conﬁguration impact the program paths taken, and hence the resource consumption. To study this
impact, we conducted several experiments to investigate how resource consumption
of the Snort IDS changes when the traﬃc is primarily UDP, versus HTTP, versus
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other TCP. We found that Snort resource consumption with UDP traﬃc scales perpacket (with each rule needing to be evaluated on each packet). Certain speciﬁc IDS
rules interact badly with Snort design choices, causing unusually poor performance.
In contrast, we found that resource consumption scales per TCP connection, not
per TCP packet. In the case of HTTP, certain IDS rules only need to be evaluated
once per-connection, but other rules are matched with the stream content, impacting
resource consumption patterns.
We also conducted experiments with the Squid web proxy to quantify the relationship between its throughput (measured in completed HTTP requests per second)
and CPU utilization under diﬀerent workloads (diﬀerent HTTP response sizes in our
case). Fig. 4.2 illustrates the results of two types of workloads. Comparing the two
ﬁgures, we can see that a single resource utilization indicator such as CPU utilization
does not correspond to the same throughput under the two diﬀerent workloads. From
these results, we conclude that taking resource ﬂexing decisions based on a simple
threshold on resource usage (such as CPU utilization) is insuﬃcient.

4.3 ENVI Design
In this section, we describe the design and implementation of ENVI. ENVI is
designed as a decoupled module with two components: VNF monitor and scaling
decision engine. As shown in Fig. 4.3, ENVI can be plugged into existing NFV
management frameworks (e.g., [43, 87–89]) and works with a control plane orchestrator/controller to enforce scaling decisions. ENVI includes two operational stages: an
oﬄine stage to train an initial neural network from experimental data sets, and an
online stage to make scaling decisions and maintain the neural network up-to-date.

4.3.1 Data Collection
ENVI utilizes both infrastructure-level and VNF-level features to understand runtime performance. Prior work (e.g., [90,91]) has reported improved performance when
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Figure 4.2. Throughput and CPU utilization of Squid with two types of workloads
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Figure 4.3. Example usage of ENVI

leveraging application information in scheduling. Although such information may not
always be available due to privacy concerns in cloud computing scenarios, in NFV,
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administrators usually have access to both application (VNF) and infrastructure resources. VNF developers typically decide what information to expose. We have found
that VNF system logs are universally-available sources of application information we
can always use.
A VNF monitor is installed on each VNF instance and contains two agents: an
infrastructure monitoring agent and a VNF monitoring agent. The same infrastructure monitoring agent is shared across all VNFs, whereas a VNF monitoring agent
is developed for each deployed VNF. The VNF monitoring agent monitors VNF
system logs and extracts critical information (mostly counters) in a key-value format. For instance, the VNF monitoring agent for Suricata collects 143 features from
/var/log/suricata/eve.json, while 203 features are collected from Squid. The
infrastructure monitoring agent collects 16 features related to CPU, memory, IO,
networking and system usage. The two monitoring agents collect information for
every time interval T (T = 10 seconds by default) as a monitoring data point.

4.3.2 Data Engineering
A scaling decision engine module pulls information consisting of VNF-level and
infrastructure-level features from the VNF monitor every time window W = nT (n
is set to 10 by default) to cope with bursts in workload traﬃc and avoid system
overreaction when making scaling decisions. The module then aggregates the n monitoring data points in the same W and computes statistical measures (e.g., max, min,
mean, median and variance) for each feature as extended features to capture temporal
dynamics of W , and uses these values as one input sample for classiﬁers.
Some machine learning algorithms, especially those using gradient descent or similar algorithms, favor input values of similar range, since steepest descent is very
sensitive to feature scaling. Based on our observations, value ranges of VNF-level
features usually vary drastically leading to poor performance of neural networks if we
do not scale input values. Thus, we create and ﬁt standardization (Z-score normal-
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ization) scalers for all features during the oﬄine stage to transform values of samples
with 0 as mean and a standard deviation of 1 before feeding them into the classiﬁer. These feature scalers are continuously updated during the online stage as more
samples are collected.

4.3.3 Training Neural Networks
With the preprocessed samples, ENVI employs a fully connected supervised neural
network with four layers: input layer, two hidden layers (with 150 and 50 nodes) and
output layer, as the classiﬁer to make scaling decisions. We utilized the scikit-learn
library to implement the classiﬁer, using stochastic gradient descent (SGD) and tanh
as the solver and activation function, respectively. As discussed above, making timely
scaling decisions ahead of VNF overload while avoiding signiﬁcant resource overprovisioning is the major challenge. In ENVI, we address this problem by carefully
labeling samples ahead of system capacities to guide neural networks to make timely
scaling decisions. While the same data collection and data engineering mechanisms
are used in the oﬄine and online stages, neural network training diﬀers among the
two stages. In this section, we discuss the two training methodologies.

Oﬄine training
Oﬄine training creates the initial neural networks for the online stage. This process can be easily incorporated into VNF software testing before deployment. In our
case, we conduct a series of experiments for each VNF using a software stress testing
framework (e.g., [81]) with several synthetic workloads. We design the experiments
with increasing workload rates until we reach the capacity with homogeneous workloads, then we continue to run experiments with randomly selected workload rates
around the capacity value. Examples are given in Fig. 4.4.
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Figure 4.4. Samples of oﬄine experiments conducted for Squid using
diﬀerent response sizes: 10 KB, 40 KB, 70 KB, and 100 KB

To create a “buﬀer zone” between scaling decisions and actual VNF overload, we
pick one feature as the key performance indicator (KPI) to estimate VNF capacity.
We use a conﬁgurable threshold α (e.g., 80%) to control the size of the buﬀer zone
while labeling the collected samples. The choice of KPI is based on the functionality
of the tested VNF. For instance, we choose requests/sec for Squid and packets/sec for
Suricata. Then, we label a sample i based on equation 4.1, where KP Ii is the value
of the KPI feature in sample i and KP Icap is the observed capacity value.

labeli =

⎧
⎪
⎨0

if KP Ii ≥ α · KP Icap ,

⎪
⎩1

otherwise.

(4.1)

Labeled samples follow the data engineering steps discussed in § 4.3.2, and are
used to train initial neural networks in batch mode. This labeling process is designed
to guide neural networks to form a decision boundary away from the VNF capacity
(VNF overload in operation) and reinforce it through training samples.
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Collecting training samples is the key to build the initial neural networks. Users
may select software testing tools and workload generation methodologies accordingly,
but there are a few guidelines to collect eﬀective oﬄine training samples:
• A VNF may have several candidate KPIs that can be used to estimate VNF
capacity. We recommend selecting the most representative and separable feature
to improve the performance of neural networks. For instance, if requests/sec
and service time are equally important to a VNF, requests/sec may be a more
separable feature.
• To construct an accurate classiﬁer, it is best to have a balanced number of samples of each class. Oﬄine experiments should be carefully designed to generate
equal numbers of samples of the two classes, while covering a large range of
values around VNF capacity.
• Although VNF capacity is a function of several factors, our observations are
that it is possible to ﬁnd VNF capacities with workloads of ﬁxed types (e.g.,
workload composition does not change over time) in a strictly controlled lab
environment. In our oﬄine experiments, we ﬁx all environmental variables (e.g.,
hardware speciﬁcations, instance sizes) and generate homogeneous workloads to
compute VNF capacities and label training samples.
• Our experiments on servers with diﬀerent conﬁgurations show that VNFs may
have diﬀerent capacities with the same type of workload if the bare metal performance of servers are signiﬁcantly diﬀerent. To address this problem, we classify
physical servers into diﬀerent categories each of which share similar bare metal
performance, and train initial classiﬁers for each server category.

Online updating
During the online stage, ENVI continues to collect composite feature information.
Initially, ENVI starts making scaling decisions based on the initial neural networks.
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However, as with many machine learning algorithms, the neural networks may fail
with unseen input values if the workload changes over time. For instance, if we train
initial neural networks for Suricata with homogeneous UDP traﬃc, they may fail when
processing hybrid UDP and HTTP traﬃc. The situation improves if we increase the
workload coverage during oﬄine training. However, it is infeasible to exhaustively
train neural networks with all possible workload types for all VNFs. Therefore, instantly updating initial neural networks with new workload types/patterns during
the online stage becomes a necessary step.
There are two major questions to address when updating neural networks during
the online stage:
1. How to maintain consistent buﬀer zones between decision boundaries of neural
networks and VNF capacities during online stage? For the initial classiﬁers,
the zone is introduced by labeling samples based on the parameter α and VNF
capacities with homogeneous workload in a lab environment. However, predicting VNF capacity which varies as dynamic workload in real-time is itself a
challenging task.
2. How to train classiﬁers with imbalanced numbers of samples of the two classes?
ENVI aims to avoid VNF overload by eﬀectively managing virtualized resources.
As a result, we expect a signiﬁcantly larger number of 0 labels than 1 labels,
which naturally leads to imbalanced numbers of samples for online training.

Handling false negatives and false positives
Once scaling decisions are generated, we must validate them by checking for false
negatives (FNs) and false positives (FPs). Only true negative (TN) and true positive
(TP) decisions are enforced. More speciﬁcally, a false negative means that ENVI
fails to scale a VNF when more resources are required, leading to SLO violations,
whereas a false positive indicates unnecessarily aggressive upscaling decisions resulting
in resource over-provisioning.
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ENVI combines domain knowledge and user preferences to compose predeﬁned
policies for identifying inaccurate scaling decisions. To detect false positive decisions,
ENVI allows users to deﬁne lower bounds for resource utilizations (UF P ). For instance,
we may consider a scaling decision of 1 as false positive if both CPU and memory
usages are lower than 30% for this sample (e.g., UF P = 30%). Compared to false
positives, false negatives have worse consequences such as SLO violations. Due to
VNF diversity, ENVI allows users apply domain knowledge and deﬁne their own
policies to detect false negative scaling decisions. In our evaluation (§ 4.4), we use
software failures and mismatch of input and output traﬃc to detect false negatives
for IDS Suricata and caching proxy Squid. Service time is also a good indicator of
SLO violation.

Window-based rewinding
Classiﬁers need to adapt to emerging workload patterns and incorrect online scaling decisions. As discussed above, due to the imbalanced samples of the two classes
and the diﬃculty in computing the VNF capacity for labeling, we cannot simply
update the classiﬁers with every collected sample. In addition, it is ineﬃcient to update classiﬁers with accurate scaling decisions for a large number of VNF instances.
Therefore, we introduce a window-based rewinding mechanism to select a number
of historical samples as a training window, relabel them with balanced classes, and
update classiﬁers with the relabeled samples during the online stage.
Online classiﬁer training is activated when false positive and false negative decisions are observed. First, a training window of a ﬁxed size Nwin (Nwin = 40 slots
by default) is created. For false positives, samples are sequentially inserted at the
beginning of the ﬁrst half of the training window with new labels of 0 and these false
scaling decisions will not be enforced. When a false negative occurs, we ﬁrst correct
and enforce the scaling decision to positive. Then we add this sample to the end of the
training window and mark the value of the KPI feature for this sample as KP Imax .
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We start to backtrace the previous samples and compare the value of the KPI feature
KP Ii with KP Imax . If KP Ii ≥ α·KP Imax , then this sample is inserted in the second
last slot in the training window with a new label of 1. α is the same parameter we
used in oﬄine stage. This backtracing process is paused if KP Ii < α · KP Imax or
npos ≥

Nwin
,
2

where npos is the number of samples with positive labels in the training

] samples with positive labels
window. The training window contains npos ∈ (0, Nwin
2
in the second half and possibly some samples with negative labels in the ﬁrst half.
Then we resume the backtracing to select the same number of samples, insert them
in the ﬁrst half of the training window starting from the

Nwin
th
2

slot in reverse order,

and relabel them as 0.
Since we also add samples to the training window when false positives are detected,
it is possible that i) nneg > npos , where nneg is the number of samples with negative
label, and ii) we may fail to add samples with negative labels during backtracing due
to the existence of previously inserted samples. Considering the consequences of false
negative and false positive scaling decisions, we view the correction of false negatives
as higher priority. In other words, we pop out the existing samples with negative
labels to guarantee the sample insertion during backtracing when slots in the ﬁrst
half of the training window are limited. In this case, nneg may be slightly larger than
npos . After the training window is constructed, the classiﬁer is repeatedly trained
with the selected samples until a certain level of accuracy (e.g., 0.9) is reached in
order to increase the weight of new samples. Another possible case is that the ﬁrst
half of the training window can be ﬁlled with samples detected as false positive before
backtracing is activated, which means that the VNF is likely severely over-provisioned.
If this happens, we update the classiﬁer with the current training window. Essentially,
the motivation behind window-based rewinding is to achieve consistent labeling and
training of neural networks in both stages by approximating KP Icap with KP Imax .
Fig. 4.5 illustrates the mechanism via an example of running Squid at online stage.
vnf.request is selected as the KPI feature. We set 30% as the threshold of resource
utilization (i.e., UF P = 30%) to detect false positive decisions. Sample #1 is detected
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as a false positive decision, then ENVI creates an empty training window with 10 slots
(e.g.,, Nwin = 10) and inserts sample #1 in slot #1 in the window. ENVI continues
to collect more samples until sample #12 is detected as a false negative decision due
to software failure which activates the backtracing process. Samples #12, #11, #10,
and #9 are inserted into slots #10, #9, #8, and #7, respectively, and relabeled as 1,
since KP Ii ≥ α · KP Imax = 807. ENVI resumes the backtracing and selects the next
four samples from #8 to #5, adding them to slots #5 to #2 in the training window.
Eventually, the training window with 9 samples is used to update the neural network.
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Figure 4.5. Example of window-based rewinding mechanism

Enforcing scaling decisions
In addition to the two types of scaling decisions (0 for “not scale” and 1 for “scale”)
generated by neural networks, users may also want to reduce the amount of resources
(scaling in/down) for VNFs if the workload is reduced, and service quality can be
maintained with fewer resources. VNF downscaling depends on user preferences. For
instance, users may choose to downscale a VNF if resource usage is below 30% instead
of 50% to have less frequent deployment adjustments at the cost of higher resource
over-provisioning. ENVI exposes an optional API for users to deﬁne downscaling
policies based on resource usage thresholds (e.g., UDS ).
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Eventually, scaling decisions are pushed to the controller or orchestrator of the
NFV management system and translated to executable commands. Previous studies
(e.g., [81]) have shown that scaling methods (up versus out and down versus in) may
aﬀect the overall VNF throughput. However, identifying the optimal scaling method
for a given VNF is beyond the scope of this work. We oﬄoad the translation between
scaling decisions and concrete commands with appropriate scaling methods to the
underlying NFV management system.

4.4 Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we experimentally evaluate ENVI using two diﬀerent VNFs: IDS
Suriata and HTTP caching proxy Squid. Our goal is to address three key questions:
1. How eﬀective are initial neural networks with previously unseen workload trafﬁc?
2. Does online updating of initial neural networks increase the accuracy of scaling
decisions?
3. Do scaling decisions consistently translate to improved system performance?

4.4.1 Methodology
4.4.2 Workload Generation
To train initial neural networks in the oﬄine stage, we conduct a series of experiments with diﬀerent types of homogeneous workloads. Each type of workload
is deﬁned by a combination of several elements depending on the target VNF, such
as source/destination addresses/ports, packets size, network protocol, ﬂow size, and
VNF-speciﬁc options. For instance, one type of workload traﬃc we generated for
the IDS Suricata is denoted by < address:(192.168.2.21:8000,192.168.2.31:8001)
,packet_size:1450,protocol:UDP,malicious_ratio:10 >. Here, malicious_ratio is
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a VNF-speciﬁc option for an IDS. For Squid, HTTP response size are used as VNFspeciﬁc option to denote diﬀerent workload types. For each given type of workload
traﬃc, we ﬁrst gradually increase the workload rate until service quality violation
occurs. The value of the KPI feature is recorded as the VNF capacity for this speciﬁc
workload type. We continue to generate workload traﬃc with randomly selected rate
values within a custom range of the capacity (e.g., (0.6, 1.1) × capacity). We repeat
this process for multiple types of workload traﬃc to generate oﬄine data to train the
initial neural network for each VNF.
Real-world network traﬃc is a mixture of diﬀerent types of traﬃc generated by
myriads of applications. Therefore, we also generate more complex workload traﬃc
that mimics traﬃc captured from real networks. We extract traﬃc characteristics
from a week-long network trace in Netﬂow format (illustrated in Fig. 4.1), collected
on an access router connecting a university to its ISP [92]. To test IDS Suricata, we
generate workload traﬃc that includes packet-level emulation of observed UDP traﬃc
generated by hping3 [84] and ﬂow-level emulation of observed TCP traﬃc generated
by Harpoon [93]. For Squid, we generate HTTP workload using Web Polygraph [94]
with HTTP request rates set to TCP ﬂow rates extracted from the Netﬂow trace,
and HTTP response sizes drawn from multiple statistical distributions.

Experimental Setup
ENVI is evaluated on a testbed of one Dell PowerEdge R430, two HP ProLiant
DL120 G6 and one Gigabit Dell N2024 Switch and managed by the OpenStack Ocata
release [76]. Details of the server conﬁgurations are shown in Table 4.2. Workload
generation and VNF programs execute in dedicated VMs created and managed by
OpenStack. We use the networking-sfc module of OpenStack to create MPLS tunnels
on Open vSwitch and redirect workload traﬃc through VNF instances.
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Table 4.3 lists the values we used for the parameters discussed in § 4.3. We use
vnf.decoder.pkts and vnf.request as the KPI features for Suricata and Squid, respectively.
Table 4.2.
Server and VM conﬁgurations
PM/VM
CPU
Cores
R430
2x Intel Xeon E5-2620 v4
16
DL120
1x Intel Xeon X3430
4
1
1x vCPU
m1.small
2
m1.medium 2x vCPU
4
4x vCPU
m1.large

RAM
64 GB
8 GB
2 GB
4 GB
8 GB

Table 4.3.
Values of ENVI parameters used in evaluation
Parameter α
Value I 0.8

Nwin
I 40

UF P
30%

UDS
30%

Metrics
We use two categories of metrics to evaluate the oﬄine and online stages of ENVI.
To address the ﬁrst two evaluation questions, we use a set of typical statistical metrics:
accuracy =

T P s+T N s
,
T P s+T N s+F P s+F N s

precision =

TPs
,
T P s+F P s

recall =

TPs
.
T P s+F N s

Accuracy

indicates the overall correctness of both positive and negative decisions. Precision
represents the probability that positive decisions are correct, while recall denotes
the coverage of positive decision. For instance, precision of 1 means all positive
decisions are correct, but there may be false negative decisions. Recall of 1 means
all positive events (ground truth) are successfully captured as positive decisions, but
the generated positive decisions may also contain false ones. In addition, we evaluate
all the methods in terms of the Area under ROC curve (AUC). AUC is one of the
most commonly used metrics to evaluate the performance of classiﬁcation algorithms.
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To calculate the AUC values, we use the predictive outcome for each test example
as a threshold for classiﬁcation, and obtain the True Positive Rate (TPR) and False
Positive Rate (FPR). Connecting the (TPR, FPR) pairs for all the test examples, we
obtain the ROC curve from which we calculate the AUC. Note that AUC measures
the classiﬁcation performance comprehensively, because it integrates the prediction
accuracies with all possible thresholds.
To understand the system performance impact of the scaling decisions generated
by ENVI, we sum the number of VNF instances provisioned for each sample to estimate the resource utilization, and we compute the number of samples in which
SLOs are violated to estimate the timeliness of scaling decisions. An optimal scaling method should minimize the number of SLO violations and the total number of
instances. However, reducing service violations is typically of higher priority if both
goals cannot be simultaneously satisﬁed.

4.4.3 Classiﬁcation Algorithms
We ﬁrst compare the performance of neural network (NN) with other classiﬁcation
algorithms: decision tree (DT), random forest (RF) and logistic regression (LR).
We also choose a threshold-based policy which makes upscaling decisions if resource
utilization exceeds 80% as baseline (BL).
We generated 10 data sets each of which represents a unique workload type for
Squid and Suricata, then we train a initial neural network model on n data sets and
test it on the remaining 10 − n data sets, where n = 1, 2, · · · , 9. For each n, we
enumerate all possible combinations of data sets and run 5-fold cross-validation on
the selected data sets to avoid overﬁtting before testing on the remaining 10 − n
workload types.
Fig. 4.6 compares the performance of diﬀerent classiﬁcation models trained with
three diﬀerent feature sets for Suricata: VNF-level only, infrastructure-level only,
and composite features. Compared to VNF-level features, infrastructure-level fea-
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tures yield up to 6% higher accuracy, 8% higher precision, 3% higher recall, and 6%
higher AUROC. For Suricata, infrastructure-level features are generally better indicators for detecting “scale” events. This is because Suricata is a simple VNF that
captures packets and generates alerts based on rule sets. The performance of Suricata is highly correlated to CPU utilization. This is consistent with the observed
72% accuracy of the baseline method, which only uses a CPU threshold to detect
scaling. With composite features, all machine learning models give performance close
to that with infrastructure-level features. The neural network model outperforms
other classiﬁcation models and consistently yields close to 90% accuracy even with
only VNF-level features. The standard error for all measures is small, indicating that
machine learning models are stable when trained on diﬀerent numbers and types of
workloads. This increases our conﬁdence that the initial neural network model can
oﬀer a reasonable starting point for the online phase.
As shown in Fig. 4.7, infrastructure-level features yield signiﬁcantly worse performance for all measures, unlike what we observed with Suricata. Squid is a more
complex VNF than Suricata, and its performance is not highly correlated to CPU
usage. To handle an HTTP request, Squid must accept a connection from a client,
establish a connection with a server, and forward data from the server to the client.
Therefore, infrastructure-level features are inadequate for accurate scaling detection.
The baseline method also reports poor performance (44% accuracy). Performance
with composite features and VNF-level features is better. The neural network model
again outperforms other models in all measures by 5%˜19% with small standard error. The baseline method reports a high recall value for both Suricata and Squid even
when accuracy and precision are low: the baseline method generates more positive
results than other models using our labeling mechanism. Reducing its CPU usage
threshold increases its performance in some cases, but it still performs worse than
other models, especially for complex VNFs like Squid.
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Figure 4.6. Statistical measures of Suricata tests
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Figure 4.7. Statistical measures of Squid tests
4.4.4 Online Updating
Fig. 4.8 shows results with the neural network using training data comprised of
diﬀerent numbers of workload types as. For both Suricata and Squid, the performance of neural networks improves as additional workload types are covered during
the oﬄine stage. However, it is not practical or eﬃcient to exhaustively test all possible workload types for a given VNF. Therefore, we evaluate how the ENVI online
updating mechanism improves the performance of initial neural networks. We ﬁrst
train an initial neural network using one of the ten data sets we collected for Suricata
and Squid during the oﬄine stage. Then we emulate the online operation process by
sequentially feeding samples from the remaining nine data sets, and we incrementally
update the initial neural network using the online updating mechanism discussed in
§ 4.3.3.
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Figure 4.8. Neural network results using diﬀerent numbers of training sets

As shown in Fig. 4.9, the values of statistical metrics improve and stabilize as
more samples are collected to update the initial neural networks for both Suricata
and Squid. Interestingly, as we train with more samples, the performance ﬂuctuation of neural networks caused by new workload types/patterns shrinks. Hence, the
neural network becomes more stable and robust with online updating. Note that the
statistical metrics in Fig. 4.9 are computed based on the original decisions produced
by neural networks (without the false decision correction described in § 4.3.3, which
we incorporate in the remainder of this section).
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Figure 4.9. Online updating of initial neural networks for Suricata and Squid

4.4.5 System Performance
In this section, we address the third evaluation question to understand the performance impact of ENVI scaling decisions during the online stage. We integrate ENVI
with an NFV orchestrator to evaluate Suricata and Squid. ENVI makes “not scale”
(0) and “scale” (1) decisions and a “scale” decision is interpreted as scaling out the
current VNF deployment by one additional small instance. However, applying only
these two types of scaling decisions leads to monotonically increasing number of VNF
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instances. Hence, we introduce a heuristic downscaling policy in the orchestrator that
reduces the number of instances by 1 if the average resource utilization is less than
30% and the corrected scaling decision received from ENVI is “not scale”.
We compare ENVI with threshold-based upscaling policies using diﬀerent resource
utilization threshold values (50% ∼ 90%) in the baseline method. The optimal
threshold for baseline method uses the smallest number of instances while incurring zero SLO violations. We ﬁrst compare the performance of ENVI and baseline
method using multiple homogeneous workloads, then we evolve the traﬃc patterns
by injecting temporal statistical variations. For instance, one workload generated
for Squid may include HT T P response size ∼ N (10 KB, 2 KB) for sample 0 to
sample 30, HT T P response size ∼ N (80 KB, 16 KB) for sample 31 to sample 50,
HT T P response size ∼ N (30 KB, 6 KB) for sample 51 to sample 60, and so on.
This models changing traﬃc patterns, e.g., the increasing sizes of web pages over
the past decade [95]. The hybrid workload for Suricata consists of varying malicious
traﬃc fractions (0% ∼ 90%) over time.
Homogeneous workloads. Fig. 4.10(a) and Fig. 4.10(b) compare the number of
SLO violations and the total number of instances in Squid experiments for a selected
group of workload types. Each column represents a certain workload type, while each
row indicates a scaling method. We focus on identifying the optimal scaling method
for each workload type instead of comparing various scaling methods across workload
types. For a given workload type, reducing the threshold value of resource utilization
in the baseline method reduces the number of SLO violations (denoted by the lighter
color), while increasing the total number of instances (denoted by the darker color).
For Squid, we found that (i) we can ﬁnd an optimal resource utilization threshold for
baseline method with homogeneous workload, and (ii) the optimal threshold varies for
diﬀerent homogeneous workload types. For instance, with 10 KB HTTP response size,
90% resource utilization (U90) is the optimal baseline method with zero violations
and 560 total instances while 50% resource utilization (U50) becomes the optimal
threshold that uses 410 total instances without any violations. With neural networks,
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ENVI is able to automatically generate accurate scaling decisions for all workload
types while avoiding SLO violations or using too many instances. In the case of
Suricata, diﬀerent workload types yield distinct capacity values (packets/second), but
resource utilization at capacity points are consistent. As shown in Fig. 4.10(c) and
Fig. 4.10(d), a static threshold of 70% ∼ 80% resource usage (U70 or U80) performs
well for all tested workload types.
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Hybrid workload. Table 4.4 shows the SLO violations and number of instances
using hybrid workload for Suricata and Squid. As the hybrid workload combines all
workload types in a single experiment, the only way to minimize SLO violations for
baseline method is to use the smallest optimal threshold shown in Fig. 4.10(a) (U50)
and Fig. 4.10(c) (U70). However, compared to ENVI, using U50 for Squid signiﬁcantly
overprovisions resources for some samples (e.g., samples with smaller HTTP response
sizes), leading to 26% more instances and much lower average CPU utilization (39%
vs. 48%). For Suricata, U70 and ENVI yield similar results in terms of SLO violations
and number of instances provisioned due to consistent resource utilization at VNF
capacities. Fig. 4.11 compares how the number of instances tracks the variation of
oﬀered workload executing the upscaling decisions generated by ENVI and baseline
and downscaling decisions based on rule-based policy.
To conclude, it is feasible to compose a static threshold-based scaling policy for
certain VNFs through exhaustive search if the workload type is ﬁxed and known. In
contrast, ENVI can automatically make appropriate scaling decisions, avoiding the
extensive eﬀort to search for the optimal threshold.
Table 4.4.
System evaluation using hybrid workload for Suricata and Squid.

U90
U80
U70
U60
U50
ENVI

Suricata
Squid
Violations Instances Violations Instances
432
18
580
8
470
11
604
3
498
9
630
0
545
5
663
0
607
1
712
0
0
600
0
503
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Figure 4.11. Variation of hybrid workload and number of instances
using ENVI with Suricata and Squid

4.5 Summary
An eﬀective resource ﬂexing system is one of the core components to take full advantage of the ﬂexibility and scalability of network functions virtualization. Dynamic
workload and complex VNF processing logic make timely resource ﬂexing a challenging task. This paper presents ENVI, a modular component works with existing NFV
management systems, to make scaling decisions while balancing timeliness and resource eﬃciency. ENVI models VNF resource ﬂexing as a classiﬁcation problem and
leverages a neural network to generate scaling decisions, using both infrastructure-
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level and VNF-level information as input features. Evaluation of IDS Suricata and
HTTP caching proxy Squid shows that, compared to rule-based policies, ENVI is capable of automatically scaling complex VNFs to avoid overload for varying workloads
while achieving good resource utilization.
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5 TOWARDS HIGH FIDELITY NETWORK EMULATOR ON
HETEROGENEOUS CLUSTER
Recent network emulators adopts virtualization technologies to emulate network devices and end hosts, enabling researchers to conduct network experiments on PCs or
laptops. However, those network emulators do not keep track of the performance of
the emulated network components, leading to the loss of experiment ﬁdelity. The ﬁdelity loss becomes even worse when network emulators extend from a single machine
to a cluster.
In this chapter, we focus on the special case of mapping a network emulation
experiment onto a cluster comprising several (possibly heterogeneous) physical machines. We automatically proﬁle the available physical machine resources, and use
this information, together with the characteristics of the experimental topology, to
determine an eﬃcient mapping that preserves performance ﬁdelity. We design an
algorithm, which we call the “Waterfall” algorithm, and integrate it into a complete
framework for proﬁling and mapping. We demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of our framework via simulations and two sets of Crossﬁre Distributed Denial of Service attack
testbed experiments.

5.1 Background
In today’s cloud computing systems, eﬃciently mapping a distributed/networked
application onto a cluster of machines is extremely important. In this paper, we
consider a special case of this problem: mapping a network emulation experiment
onto a cluster of possibly heterogeneous physical machines (PMs).
A key requirement for network emulation is maintaining high performance ﬁdelity
for any network experiment. By performance ﬁdelity, we mean that the performance
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results of the experiment (e.g., packet latency, packet loss and ﬂow completion times)
should match the results obtained from an experiment conducted on a physical topology identical to the experimental topology. When the experimental topology is large
or the experiment is highly traﬃc-intensive, a physical machine (PM) running the
experiment may become overloaded, leading to ﬁdelity loss [28,96]. A natural way to
address this problem is to extend the network emulator to run across multiple PMs
– often referred to as “cluster mode” [9, 35].
In this paper, we consider a cluster comprising a set of PMs connected via a
powerful switch as shown in Fig. 5.1. The PMs may include various types of hardware,
possibly purchased at diﬀerent times. For example, the GENI [4], DETER [27, 97],
and Emulab [13] clusters each have many types of machines, since upgrades cannot be
performed for the entire cluster at the same time. Heterogeneity is likely to increase
with the proliferation of testbeds and cloud environments with diﬀerent virtualization
technologies. Taking full advantage of each PM in the cluster while maintaining high
performance ﬁdelity for the experiment is a key challenge.

Partition 1

Figure 5.1. Mapping a network experiment onto a heterogeneous cluster
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To address this challenge, we design a complete framework for mapping a network
experiment onto a (possibly heterogeneous) cluster. We leverage MaxiNet [36], which
extends the popular Mininet network emulator [9, 35] to run on a set of physical
machines. Our framework quantiﬁes the capacity of the PMs in the physical cluster,
and uses this information to map an input experimental topology onto some or all of
the cluster PMs. We design an algorithm, the Waterfall algorithm, that leverages a
popular graph partitioning algorithm (we choose METIS [17, 18] in this paper), and
we plug it into our framework.
Our design is guided by the following principles:
(1) Integrity and Fidelity: The network components of the original experiment
(hosts, switches, routers, or links) must all be correctly mapped. Fidelity includes two
aspects: (i) not overloading any machine and (ii) not overloading the links between
those machines.
(2) Best eﬀort: Performance ﬁdelity is preserved when possible. Mapping is completed, however, even when the resources required by the experiment exceed available
PM resources. In this case, a best eﬀort experiment can be conducted. The user
is warned about potential ﬁdelity loss and can employ techniques like time dilation [33, 34] or add more resources to the cluster.
(3) Judicious use of resources: When there are suﬃcient PMs to accommodate
the experiment, we use as few PMs as possible without jeopardizing ﬁdelity. This
allows more than one user to utilize the cluster at the same time when possible.
The key contributions of this work include: (1) We introduce a capacity function for each PM that models its traﬃc processing capacity as a function of its CPU
share. The capacity is compared to the resource requirements of the experimental
topology during the mapping process; (2) We design the Waterfall algorithm, which
iteratively invokes a graph partitioning algorithm [17], as a plugin for our framework.
The Waterfall algorithm partitions and maps experimental nodes onto possibly heterogeneous PMs, reducing inter-PM traﬃc. The algorithm preserves the ﬁdelity when
there are suﬃcient resources, but uses only a subset of the physical machines when
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possible (which a direct application of graph partitioning cannot accomplish); and (3)
We evaluate our framework via simulations and testbed experiments with Crossﬁre
distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks, and demonstrate that it achieves higher
ﬁdelity than approaches that are agnostic to cluster or experiment characteristics,
while eﬃciently using cluster machines.

5.2 Resource Allocation Framework
Current network emulators use virtualization technologies such as virtual machines, containers, and software switches to emulate a network. Performance ﬁdelity
loss occurs when there are insuﬃcient physical resources (e.g., CPU and memory) to
process emulation events. For instance, ﬁdelity loss may occur when a large number
of ﬂows are transmitting at the same time from diﬀerent end hosts.
Our framework considers the experiment mapping problem from a resource allocation perspective. We design and implement new modules that take the network
experiment description from the network emulator, partition the experiment, and allocate physical resources to each partition. Any cluster of available machines – which
may not all be identical [4, 27] – can be used to transparently conduct network experiments using our software and a distributed emulator. Our new modules, which
together constitute a resource allocation middle layer, interface with MaxiNet [36],
which extends the popular Mininet-HiFi emulator [35] to cluster mode.
The key questions in devising this mapping and resource allocation framework
include: (1) How do we quantify the physical resources available in the (possibly
heterogeneous) cluster? (2) How do we partition a network experiment to match the
available underlying physical resources to achieve high performance ﬁdelity? and (3)
How do we reduce the number of allocated PMs, to allow other users to also utilize
the cluster when possible?
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5.2.1 Resource Quantiﬁcation
In the context of network emulation, preserving performance ﬁdelity means assuring users not only correct connectivity of their topology, but also accurate performance (e.g., link bandwidth, delay, and loss rate) of switches and end hosts. For
software switches (which handle network traﬃc in network emulators), in particular,
performance is limited by their implementation and available physical resources. Performance ﬁdelity is degraded when the software switches are overwhelmed by network
traﬃc in an experiment. Therefore, we need to quantify both the hardware speciﬁcations such as CPU type and memory size, and the traﬃc processing capacity of
software switches for each PM. While a quantitative representation of physical resources is necessary to optimally map experimental nodes onto heterogeneous PMs,
to the best of our knowledge, no systematic approach to do so exists today. In our
framework, we model a PM by the properties in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1.
Properties of PM i
Property
θi
Ui
i
Usmin
i
Usmax

uis
uih
C i (uis )

Description
A multiplier to normalize the single
core performance of CPU.
Maximum number of CPU shares
available.
Minimum number of CPU shares for
packet processing.
Maximum number of CPU shares for
packet processing.
Number of CPU shares for packet
processing.
Number of CPU shares for emulated
hosts.
Capacity function of the PM with
i
i
domain [Usmin
, Usmax
].
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Modeling CPU Performance
Several factors aﬀect the performance of modern CPUs. Our PM model includes
the two dominating factors for modeling CPU performance: single core performance
and number of cores. Each core oﬀers 100 CPU shares; therefore, U i is usually set to
(100 × total cores), but can be set to a smaller value to take system overhead into
consideration (e.g., reserve 10 shares for OS overhead).
Since PMs may be heterogeneous, the model must also take the diﬀerence in single
core performance into account, which is reﬂected by θ. θ reﬂects the relative strength
of single core performance. For instance, if θi = 1 and θj = m for PM i and PM j,
then the single core performance of PM j is m times as fast as that of PM i. This
property can be set using results from benchmarking tools, but using CPU frequency
suﬃces in many cases.
While certain factors that aﬀect CPU performance, such as SMT, can be modeled
by the properties we use, other factors like dynamic frequency scaling cannot. We
assume that due to the nature of network experiments, all cores are heavily utilized,
so θi reﬂects single core performance when all cores of the PM are actively utilized.
Our model does not take the diﬀerence in memory capacity limit of each PM
into consideration mainly because network experiments are not typically memoryintensive. However, the model can be easily extended to support memory limits by
adding a memory capacity property for each PM, specifying the memory requirements
of switches and end hosts in the experimental topology and using this as an additional
partitioning constraint.

Modeling Packet Processing Capability
We determine the traﬃc processing capacity by running a set of experiments
on each type of PM. This is challenging because (1) implementations of diﬀerent
software switches exhibit signiﬁcantly diﬀerent performance and resource usage on
the same machine (e.g., Open vSwitch (OVS) [98], Indigo Virtual Switch (IVS), or
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the Stanford reference switch (UserSwitch)), (2) throughput varies based on packet
size, type of traﬃc, and switch instances in the network topology to be emulated, and
(3) diﬀerent hardware features may lead to diﬀerent packet processing performance
(e.g., SR-IOV and number of queues on a NIC). We do not compute the impact of
diﬀerent software switch implementations or hardware features because the goal of our
resource quantiﬁcation module is to characterize the relationship between throughput
of software switches and resource utilization for a given PM and software switch. If
hardware is upgraded or a new software switch is introduced, our capacity functions
need to be updated.
Our measurements show that most software switches are CPU-intensive. Therefore, we focus on CPU utilization in this paper and leave other types of resource
limits for future work. We compute the packet processing capacity function P i (uis )
i
i
of PM i in packets per second, Usmin
≤ uis ≤ Usmax
. For instance, P i (50) denotes
the maximum traﬃc rate that PM i can handle when allocating 50 CPU shares to

packet processing.
The motivation for quantifying the traﬃc processing ability of a PM using a
capacity function rather than a single value representing the maximum processing
capacity is that, in network emulation (or any distributed task), a user may run on
end hosts custom programs (running in containers in the case of Mininet/MaxiNet)
that compete for resources with software switches. Some network emulators provide
interfaces for a user to set an upper bound on how much CPU they prefer to use
for each end host. For instance, a user can use CPULimitedHost in Mininet to limit
the CPU usage of an end host. Therefore, abstracting packet processing capability
to a single value is insuﬃcient, and more dynamic representations such as capacity
functions are more desirable.
Capacity functions are determined by running our resource quantiﬁcation module
on a simple linear topology as illustrated in Fig. 5.2. When measuring capacity
versus CPU usage, we run the traﬃc generator and receiver on adjacent PMs to avoid
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including the CPU usage of the traﬃc generator in our function. Each experiment is
repeated 10 times.

hl

h2

h3

hN

Figure 5.2. Linear topology used for resource quantiﬁcation

We investigated six packet sizes: 64 Bytes, 128 Bytes, 256 Bytes, 512 Bytes, 1024
Bytes, and 1250 Bytes, and observed that throughput in Mbps varies signiﬁcantly at
the same CPU usage for certain software switches (e.g., UserSwitch), while throughput in packets per second remains stable. We therefore compute the capacity function
in packets per second. Since many network emulators (e.g., Mininet) and testbeds
require users to specify bandwidth in bits per second, we design our partitioning module to accept both unit systems, but require hints from the users to convert capacity
functions to Mbps.
During each test, we measure the reception rate (Rx) and transmission rate (Tx)
of all switch instances and their CPU utilization. Fig. 5.3 shows the results for 6
PMs (2 PMs are of the same model) in a cluster with dual-core CPUs and quadcore CPUs, 1.20 GHz to 2.40 GHz frequency and 4 GB to 16 GB RAM, on 4 linear
topology sizes, running UserSwitch. Tests with diﬀerent numbers of switches yield
similar results. The relationship between CPU usage and total PM throughput is
close to linear. With more cores, this relationship becomes less linear when CPU
utilization increases. When CPU usage exceeds 90% × U i , the throughput becomes
unstable. Therefore, we discard data at more than 90% × U i . Correspondingly, we
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i
limit the maximum number of CPU shares allocated to software switches to Usmax
in

our algorithm in Section 5.2.3. Users can also set the minimum number of CPU shares
i
for packet processing, Usmin
. We perform up to ﬁfth-order polynomial regression on
the dataset we collected and select the model with least mean squared error (MSE)

using 5-fold cross validation. A user can choose a diﬀerent regression model, if desired.
The four diﬀerent traﬃc processing capacity functions we derived are as follows, where
i
i
≤ u ≤ Usmax
(the bounds may vary for diﬀerent PMs).
Usmin

P2core@1.20GHz (u) = 0.0168u2 + 192.944u − 286.828
P2core@2.39GHz (u) = 0.425u2 + 285.166u − 2709.699
2

P4core@1.20GHz (u) = 0.359u + 112.275u + 4061.292
P4core@2.39GHz (u) = 0.279u2 + 316.796u + 948.393

2core@l.20GHz
2core@2.39GHz
4core@l.20GHz
4core@2.39GHz
□ □
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Property Scaling
To make the CPU shares of diﬀerent types of PMs comparable, our framework
scales PM properties by multiplying every CPU share-related property by θi . For
i
i
is θi × Usmax
. The capacity
example, the scaled U i is θi × U i , and the scaled Usmax

function is also scaled accordingly. For simplicity, in the sections that follow, we
assume that the values have already been scaled (unless otherwise noted).

5.2.2 Topology Abstraction
We use a preprocessing module to export the network experiment information
from a network emulator to external ﬁles and then to import experiment partition
information back into the network emulator. This design minimizes modiﬁcations
when applying our resource management layer to diﬀerent network emulators.
The experiment topology (input virtual topology) is abstracted to a weighted
undirected graph as follows:
1. Each end host is considered together with its adjacent switch (for simplicity,
we assume single-homed hosts for now). Switches/routers and links in network
topology correspond to vertices and edges in the graph, respectively.
2. The weight of an edge in the graph is a positive number assigned according the
bandwidth (in Mbps) of the corresponding link in the network topology.
3. The weight of a vertex is the sum of the bandwidths (in Mbps) of the links
incident onto that switch or router in the network topology. Host to switch
(or host to router) links are thus considered in the weight of a vertex, not the
weight of an edge.
The intuition behind step 1) above is that we need to avoid cutting links between
end hosts and switches/routers when partitioning, because if we map a host and its
adjacent switch onto diﬀerent PMs, then we would still need to create a virtual switch
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for the host on its PM to connect it to that adjacent switch. MaxiNet and the default
placement algorithm in Mininet cluster mode (SwitchBinPlacer) adopt the same
approach.
Since our topology abstraction does not take traﬃc ﬂow information as input, resource consumption of a switch or router must be estimated in a conservative manner.
The weights assigned to edges and vertices in steps 2) and 3) above model the required
processing capacity of that edge or vertex. Our current model uses link bandwidth,
which impacts CPU requirements, but other models are also possible. For example,
link delay aﬀects memory requirements.
To summarize, the weighted graph G = (V, E) – derived from the experimental
(virtual) topology – includes |V | vertices which equals the number of switches and
routers, and |E| links which equals the number of edges among switches and/or
routers. Weights w(v) and w((a, b)) denote the weight of vertex v, and the weight of
the edge between vertex a and vertex b, respectively.
The total weight of graph G = (V, E) is deﬁned as the sum of the weights of its
P
vertices: w(G) = v∈V w(v). The weight of a given subgraph is deﬁned similarly for
the vertices of the given subgraph. The total number of end hosts in the input virtual
topology is m, where each host is associated/linked with a vertex (switch or router)
v ∈V.
The physical cluster contains k PMs, each with a capacity function P i (u), derived
from the resource quantiﬁcation module. As mentioned earlier, users give hints on
packet size distributions for their experiments in order to convert the capacity function
P i (u) in pps to a function C i (u) in Mbps. In the rest of this paper, we use Mbps
for PM packet processing capacity by default. Of the U i CPU shares PM i oﬀers,
some shares, uis , are allocated to packet processing, giving packet processing capacity
C i (uis ), and at most U i − uis shares for end hosts. This division of CPU shares is an
estimate of the resource competition among custom programs running on virtual end
hosts and software switches.
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5.2.3 Partitioning and Mapping
The partitioning and mapping module is the core of our framework. The module
takes three inputs: (1) Weighted graph G = (V, E); (2) Host resource requirements
i
i
, Usmax
, C i (u)],
(e.g., CPU usage) hj , ∀j ∈ {1, · · · , m}. (3) PM models [ θi , U i , Usmin

∀i ∈ {1, · · · , k}. The module generates k 0 subgraphs S1 , S2 , · · · , Sk0 , each of which
corresponds to an experimental partition, where k 0 ≤ k and Si will be executed on
PM i. A partition Si includes a subset of the vertices of the original graph, where
the union of these subsets is V and the intersection is φ. Each link in the given
topology is either part of a subgraph Si (if both its end points belong to the same
output subgraph), or connects two diﬀerent subgraphs (if its endpoints belong to two
diﬀerent output subgraphs).

Objective and Constraints
As discussed in Section 5.1, the mapping algorithm must satisfy the guiding principles: integrity, ﬁdelity, best eﬀort, and judicious use of resources. We use resources
judiciously while maintaining high performance ﬁdelity by: (1) localizing traﬃc as
much as possible by mapping virtual nodes that are densely connected via highbandwidth links onto the same PM, and (2) attempting not to overload any allocated
PMs, while maximizing their utilizations.
Traﬃc localization is motivated by the observation that most software switches
yield higher throughput than physical switches. Therefore, we aim to increase the
likelihood of mapping highly connected subgraphs onto a single or few PMs, which
can increase ﬁdelity. In other words, ideally we want to:
Minimize

X

w((a, b)),

∀(a, b) ∈ E; a ∈ Si , b ∈ Sj ; Si 6= Sj ; 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k 0 ≤ k

(5.2)
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By maximizing utilization of PMs used, we are able to leave any unneeded machines for running other tasks, taking full advantage of available physical resources in
the cluster. Therefore, we aim to minimize k 0 where 1 ≤ k 0 ≤ k. In other words, we
aim to maximize the utilization of allocated PMs, while making sure not to over-utilize
them (and reduce ﬁdelity) if possible. If not, we produce a best eﬀort mapping.
We design the Waterfall algorithm that iteratively invokes the multi-constraint,
single-objective, METIS algorithm [17,99]. We use the requirements of both emulated
hosts and switches as constraints, and ask METIS to minimize the edge cut (i.e.,
localizing traﬃc). In each iteration, we recompute the METIS input parameters to
guide METIS towards good results. We terminate when we can no longer obtain
better results.

Partitioning Loop
Partitioning/mapping in our context is the process of dividing a weighted input
graph G – given the information of k PMs, and m end host usage shares – into k 0
subgraphs S1 , S2 , · · · , Sk0 , and determining which physical machine i in the cluster
will be used to execute each of the k 0 subgraphs.
The Waterfall algorithm uses an input queue to store the inputs for each iteration,
and a multi-level hash set to store information from previous iterations (input, result,
and evaluation metrics). We iteratively invoke a function, single iteration, on the
head of the queue (which is dequeued) until the queue becomes empty. When the
input queue becomes empty, the best assignment at that time is chosen. Evaluation
of assignments is discussed in Section 5.2.3.
The function single iteration takes a queue entry which includes the following
components: (1) Lists of chosen PMs (PMs that will be used in this iteration) and
free PMs; (2) CPU shares for processing packets and for supporting end hosts for each
PM i; (3) METIS-speciﬁc parameters; and (4) a termination counter (Section 5.2.3).
The initial input is computed by function init input.
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The function single iteration proceeds as follows. For every PM i under consideration, we compute the capacity available for packet processing from the capacity
function. Then, we normalize end host CPU shares, uih , and packet processing capacities of all PMs, C i (uis ), to compute two sets of fractions between 0 and 1 that each
add up to 1. For instance, if three PMs provide packet processing capacity values of
1000, 1000, and 2000, respectively, then the normalized values for packet processing
capacity are 0.25, 0.25 and 0.5. This achieves our “best eﬀort” goal as we will invoke
partitioning even when link bandwidths and end host CPU requirements cannot be
supported on the available machines. We use the two sets of normalized values as
METIS input parameters (partitioning constraints).
After graph partitioning, we compute ranking metrics and derive new inputs by
potentially adding PMs (as explained in result evaluation) and tuning the CPU shares
(as explained in CPU shares updating). The result of each iteration is stored in the
hash set. A pseudo-code of the algorithm is given in Algorithm 1.

Initial Input
The function init input computes an initial input based on the given graph and
the information of all available PMs. It consists of three phases: (1) composing a
minimal set of chosen PMs, (2) allocating CPU shares for packet processing and end
hosts for the chosen PMs, and (3) calculating parameters for METIS.
In the ﬁrst phase, we compute the maximum resources each available PM can
oﬀer, then compute and sort the resources in order of decreasing tightness. PMs are
ranked by “usefulness”, i.e., at most how much a PM can contribute to each resource
requirement (in tightness order). Tightness of a resource is deﬁned as the ratio of
the sum of the maximum amount of that resource each PM can oﬀer to the needed
amount of that resource. Next, we greedily grow the set of chosen PMs, which is
initially empty, until all resource requirements are met or all PMs are included.
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begin
Initialize input queue;
enqueue(init input());
while input queue non-empty do
single iteration (input queue.dequeue());
end
Output the best partition;
end
single iteration (queue entry)
begin
Compute packet processing capacities of PMs;
host in ← normalize (uih );
cap in ← normalize (C i (uis ));
partition (G, host in, cap in);
for PM i ∈P{1, · · · , k} do
ûih ← hostj∈Si .V hj ;
P
ĉi ← v∈Si .V w(v), i.e., w(Si );
ûis ← smallest u such that C i (u) ≥ ĉi ;
end
evaluate partition (ûih , ûis );
uis , uih ← update cpu shares (ûhi , ûsi );
end
Algorithm 1: Waterfall Algorithm

For example, consider an experiment that requires 1200 packet processing capacity
shares and 100 CPU shares for emulated hosts. Consider a cluster with three PMs:
PM1 can oﬀer 1000 packet processing capacity or 200 CPU shares, PM2 oﬀers 500
capacity or 200 CPU shares, and PM3 oﬀers 200 capacity or 100 CPU shares. Then
the ﬁrst two PMs will be chosen since they provide a maximum of 1500 capacity
or 400 CPU shares that satisfy both resource requirements. Note that this set of
chosen PMs is a lower bound because (1) each resource requirement is considered
independently whereas they aﬀect each other, and (2) we are using the maximum
possible oﬀering from each PM to estimate resource availability.
In the second phase, the algorithm distributes CPU shares to packet processing
and end hosts for each PM. Depending on the tightness of resources, it may assign
most of CPU shares to packet processing and leave the rest to end hosts, or assign
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most CPU shares to support end hosts, or evenly allocate CPU shares to the two
requirements. Users can modify this parameter in a conﬁguration ﬁle.
In the third phase, the algorithm tweaks input parameters for METIS based on the
result of previous phases. For instance, it searches, in parallel, for the best imbalance
vector (a parameter that deﬁnes load imbalance tolerance for each constraint), ﬁrst
within a small range of [1.0, 1.1] × [1.0, 1.1], then a larger range of [1.0, 1.5] × [1.0, 1.5]
if METIS shows non-trivial changes in edge cut. Finally, we initialize a termination
counter for this input to a user-deﬁned constant.

Evaluating Results
Based on the min cut value and assignment returned by METIS, we can compute
the actual CPU shares and packet processing capacities of emulated hosts and switches
assigned to PM i as follows: (1) ûih : The actual CPU shares for emulated hosts
assigned to this PM. (2) ĉi : The actual packet processing capacity for emulated
switches assigned to this PM. (3) ûis : The actual CPU shares needed to provide ĉi
packet processing capacity on this PM. (4) σh and σs : The fractions of host and packet
processing capacities that this PM is assigned (over the total amount required). The
total CPU usage of PM i for this assignment is then computed as û = ûih + ûis .
An assignment is ranked according to the following factors: (1) Number of PMs
used in the assignment, (2) Number of over-utilized PMs (i.e., ûi > U i ), (3) Number of
under-utilized PMs (i.e., ûi < U i ), (4) Degree of over-utilization of PMs, as deﬁned
below in equation (5.3) when ûi > U i , and (5) The edge cut given by the graph
partitioning, reﬂecting the total inter-PM traﬃc. The ﬁrst four factors are derived
from usage information of the assignment, and the ﬁfth is directly returned by METIS.
Typically, we use mutiplier thresholds for over- and under-utilization. These are user-
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deﬁned constants, and are set to 100% and 90%, respectively, in our simulations and
experiments.
ûi − U i
over–utili =
Ui

(5.3)

We rank each assignment according to three keys. The ﬁrst key is a tier. If the
assignment has no over-utilized PMs, it is considered tier 0; otherwise it is considered
tier 1. For tier 0 assignments, we focus on reducing overall resource usage. Thus,
the second key is the number of PMs used, and the third key is the edge cut of the
assignment. For tier 1 assignments, we want to reduce the degree of over-utilization
in order to reduce ﬁdelity loss, so the second key is the maximum over–utili , and the
third key is the number of over-utilized PMs. The second key is used when there is
a tie on the ﬁrst key, and the third key is used when both the ﬁrst and second keys
are tied.
A multi-level hash set is implemented so that it takes constant time to query if
an assignment has already appeared, whether an assignment is the best one, and if
not, in which key is the assignment dominated by others.
When the majority of PMs are overloaded yet there is at least one unused PM, the
algorithm will consider adding the next “most useful” PM, sorted as in initial input,
to the set of PMs chosen. The algorithm will construct a new input with initial shares
and METIS parameters set in the same way as in phases 2 and 3 of initial input. The
termination counter for this new input is set to the initial value. We refer to this
process as branching because it starts a new path for exploration. A threshold to
determine “majority” (a user-deﬁned constant) is used such that if the number of
overloaded PMs is at least this fraction of the number of PMs chosen, branching will
occur.
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Updating CPU Shares
We update the termination counter based on the rank of the result, and if the
updated counter is positive, we tweak the CPU share allocation and construct a
new input. The rationale for decreasing the termination counter is discussed in Section 5.2.3.
To adjust CPU shares, we ﬁrst sort the PMs by descending values of (σh +σs ). We
then compute the CPU shares for the next iteration based on the output of the current
iteration. The intuition is that, if a PM is overloaded, we assign it the maximum load
it can handle and send the excessive shares to the next most powerful PM; if a PM
is under-utilized, we increase its shares but no more than the shares added to any
“stronger” under-utilized PM. The CPU share adjustment thus moves excessive CPU
shares like a waterfall: overloaded shares ﬂow towards the next most powerful PMs,
and the room left for expansion in an under-utilized PM is limited. This is the reason
we name this algorithm “Waterfall.” The pseudo-code of the update algorithm is
shown in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm Termination
The algorithm terminates when the input queue becomes empty, that is, when no
new branches are created and all existing branches have exhausted their termination
counter. The number of branches is upper-bounded by the number of PMs, and
a branch stops after several iterations (a user-speciﬁed constant) without making
progress. We use several heuristics when updating termination counter. For instance,
if a new branch is created (i.e., one more free PM is included) and all chosen PMs in
the current input are over-utilized, then it is less likely to ﬁnd the best assignment in
this branch than in the new branch, so the termination counter is cut by half. If a
new best assignment is found, the counter is reset; otherwise the counter is decreased
by 4, 2, or 1, depending on how the rank compares to that of the best assignment.
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begin
total over ← sum of excessive shares on all over-utilized PMs;
Δmin ← INT MAX;
for PM i from highest to lowest (σh + σs ) do
û ← ûih + uˆis ;
if PM is over-utilized then
i
i
i
i
s
, Usmin
), Usmax
);
next ppi ← min(max( U û×û
i
i
next hosti ← U − next ppi ;
else
if total over > 0 then
shares over ← ûi + total over −U i ;
if shares over > 0 then
Δ ← total over − shares over;
total over ← shares over;
else
Δ ← total over;
total over ← 0;
end
else
Δ ← 0;
end
if PM under-utilized after adding Δ shares then
Δ ← min(Δmin , max(Δ, U nderT hd × Ui − ûi ));
Δmin ← Δ;
end
Δih , Δis ← Δ ×

ûih
i
ûh +ûis

,Δ ×

ûis
i
ûh +ûis

;

i
i
ppi ← min(max(ûis + Δis , Usmin
), Usmax
);
i
i
i
hosti ← min(ûh + Δh , U − next ppi );

next
next
end
end
Return next pp, next host;
end
Algorithm 2: Waterfall Algorithm: CPU Share Update.

Several factors aﬀect the running time of the algorithm, but two factors play a major role: (1) tightness of available resources,and (2) characteristics of the experimental
topology.
The tighter the resources, the smaller the search space. Tighter resources make
our initial set of PMs closer to the set of PMs needed, resulting in fewer branches.
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Overloaded PMs are capped to their maximum CPU shares, and there is little tweaking the algorithm can do for them. In the case when all PMs have to be over-utilized,
the algorithm will only run a few iterations.
The characteristics of the experimental topology are important when resources are
abundant. For example, if a topology is highly clustered like a typical ISP topology,
then, after increasing fractions of under-utilized PMs beyond certain levels, METIS
will always group the clusters and assign an entire cluster to a single PM, making few
changes to the assignment. Our algorithm will detect this situation and terminate
early. In contrast, the algorithm will run substantially more iterations if the topology
is more random and its vertices are “indistinguishable” in terms of resource requirements, because METIS is likely to swap vertices and return diﬀerent – yet not better
– assignments.

5.3 Simulation Results
We have evaluated the Waterfall algorithm on a set of topologies, physical machine
characteristics, and end host CPU requirements. In this section, we give simulation
results on three diﬀerent types of topologies ranging from 41 nodes to 690 nodes:
RocketFuel, Jellyﬁsh, and Fat-tree. To understand the impact of diﬀerent PM characteristics, we evaluate all topologies in three scenarios: large clusters (resources
are abundant), medium clusters (total maximum capacity of simulated PM cluster
is close to the requirements (weight) of experimental topologies), and small clusters
(total maximum capacity of simulated cluster is less than the requirements of experimental topologies). We scale up the four capacity functions in equation (5.1) in each
cluster for large topologies.
We compare the Waterfall algorithm to four baseline algorithms: (1) Default
METIS partitioning which assigns PMs approximately equal-weight partitions of the
input graph; (2) Capacity-based partitioning, denoted by C i (0.9), assigns PM i a partition whose weight is proportional to C i (0.9 × U i ) (i.e., the capacity value when 90%
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of CPU shares are allocated to packet processing). The remaining 10% is reserved for
end hosts and system overhead. This baseline is near optimal when packet processing needs most CPU shares; (3) Max CPU share-based partitioning, denoted by U i ,
assigns PMs partitions proportional to the unscaled maximum CPU shares, U i . For
example, if two PMs have maximum CPU shares of 100 and 200, then the weights
of the partitions are set to 0.33 and 0.67, respectively, regardless of their multiplier
values; and (4) Scaled max CPU share-based partitioning, denoted by θi × U i , is the
same as U i except that it uses scaled U i values. If the two PMs in the previous example have multipliers of 2 and 1, respectively, then their scaled U i values are equal, and
thus they will get equally weighted partitions. We use METIS to compute partitions
for all the baselines.
To compare the results of baselines with Waterfall, we use three metrics: (1) edge
cut of the partition, (2) degree of over-utilization, deﬁned by equation 5.3, and (3)
degree of under-utilization, deﬁned if ui < U i , as under–utili =

i

i

U−u
i- .
U

The degree of over-utilization is the most important metric since overloaded PMs
may result in ﬁdelity loss. If there is under-utilization, it is possible that not all
selected PMs are necessary for this experiment. The unnecessary PMs can be used
by other experimenters in parallel. The edge-cut is an indicator of traﬃc localization
as we discussed in section 5.2.3. Ideally, we want to keep all three metrics as small
as possible.

5.3.1 Large Clusters
In this scenario, we simulate a cluster with 21 PMs by duplicating capacity functions in equation (5.1) and scaling them up by a factor of 10.
Fig. 5.4(a) shows the average over-utilization and under-utilization for diﬀerent
topologies. Since the simulated PM cluster is suﬃciently large for every topology,
both C i (0.9) and Waterfall achieve less than 2% over-utilization while other baseline
algorithms yield 4% to 14% over-utilization on diﬀerent types of topologies. However,
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Waterfall selects fewer PMs and exhibits smaller under-utilization, achieving higher
resource eﬃciency. In contrast, baseline algorithms use all PMs in the simulated
cluster. Additionally, baseline algorithms show 1.3X to 6.6X edge-cuts compared to
Waterfall, since they tend to use all PMs and hence create more partitions.

5.3.2 Medium Clusters
In this scenario, we create a PM cluster for each topology such that the cluster
capacity is approximately equivalent to the resource requirements of the topology.
Fig. 5.4(b) shows higher over-utilization for all baseline algorithms. Waterfall
again achieves less than 1% over-utilization on both Jellyﬁsh and Fat-tree topologies,
but slightly higher over-utilization (5%) on RocketFuel topologies. This is because
RocketFuel topologies are less symmetric than Jellyﬁsh and Fat-tree and include
some nodes with much higher requirements leading to worse partitioning results when
resources are limited. Baseline algorithms show smaller under-utilization compared
to the large cluster scenario as we limit PM resources, but they still waste more than
20% of the resources on some PMs while overloading the rest. Baseline algorithms
exhibit similar edge-cuts (0.8X to 1.2X) as Waterfall, since all algorithms create
similar numbers of partitions and use METIS to minimize edge-cut.

5.3.3 Small Clusters
When the physical resources of a PM cluster are insuﬃcient, Waterfall yields a best
eﬀort assignment in proportion to PM capabilities (e.g., maximum capacity) leading
to balanced resource utilizations for all PMs. In this scenario, instead of average
i

over-utilization and under-utilization, we use standard error of PM utilization ( -Uu i ),
for each topology to evaluate partitioning algorithms.
All algorithms overload all PMs as expected. Fig. 5.4(c) shows that Waterfall
yields signiﬁcantly smaller standard error compared to baseline algorithms, indicating
more balanced PM utilizations for all topologies. Baseline algorithms exhibit slightly
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smaller edge-cuts (0.78X to 0.97X) than Waterfall, since they consider edge-cut minimization as the highest priority. In contrast, Waterfall considers over-utilization and
the number of allocated PMs to be of higher priority than edge-cut minimization.
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Figure 5.4. Simulation results

5.4 Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate our complete framework on experiments with a distributed denial of service (DDoS) attack scenario inspired by the recently presented
Crossﬁre attack [100]. This type of experiment is popular on the DETER testbed [27]
and represents a worst-case for mapping, since it pushes the emulated network to the
limit. We use a cluster in our lab that includes six PMs of four types of hardware
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conﬁgurations. The traﬃc processing capacity functions of the four types of PMs
were given in equation (5.1).

5.4.1 Mapping Algorithms
In addition to the algorithms used in our simulations in Section 5.3, we also
compare the Waterfall algorithm to the Mininet SwitchBinPlacer (SwitchBin). This
is the default “Placer” of the Mininet cluster mode. This mapping algorithm maps
switches and controllers of an experiment into equally-sized bins based on the number
of PMs. It also attempts to place hosts and switches to which they are connected on
the same PM.
MaxiNet allows users to set share in the conﬁguration ﬁle for each PM in a cluster.
In our experiments, C i (0.9), U i , and θi ×U i are used when assigning shares to the PMs.
Thus, SwitchBinPlacer and “Equal” are balanced partitioning algorithms which try
to map either an equal number or equal weight of nodes to all PMs. C i (0.9), U i ,
θi × U i and Waterfall are unbalanced partitioning algorithms that map nodes based
on diﬀerent functions of PM capacity. C i (0.9), U i , and θi × U i utilize all PMs in a
cluster, since they cannot determine if fewer PMs are suﬃcient for an experiment,
while Waterfall picks the smallest number of PMs that are suﬃcient. Waterfall takes
both the weights of switches (assigned based on link bandwidths) and the CPU shares
of end hosts into consideration, and tries to balance the CPU usage among end hosts
and software switches.

5.4.2 DDoS Attack Experiments
We design DDoS attack experiments inspired by the Crossﬁre attack [100] to
stress-test the mapping algorithms using high rate traﬃc. Instead of attacking a
web server directly, the attack targets critical links on the paths to the web server,
and saturates these links to degrade the user experience to the victim web server.
We compare three metrics: CPU utilizations of PMs, utilizations of all experimental
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topology links, and HTTP throughput (before and after the attack is launched). All
experiments are repeated 10 times and error bars are shown.

Topology Generation
To make the DDoS attack experiment realistic but feasible to execute on our
small testbed, we reduce ISP topologies from RocketFuel [101] to a set of small-scale
topologies and medium-scale topologies, containing 10-15 routers and 30-50 routers,
respectively. We use the random match (RM) algorithm for graph coarsening (used
in [18]) to reduce the ISP topologies, while attempting to preserve the connectivity
features of the original graph.
Each node in the reduced ISP topology is emulated as a switch. Link delays are
set to 1 ms in the results below, but we also investigated 100 and 500 ms links. We
attach end hosts to the “edges of the topology.” The edge of a topology is deﬁned as
the nodes with degree ≤ 3, where degree is the number of edges incident onto a node.
These end hosts are used as victim clients and attack senders. The same methodology
was followed in [28].

Attack and Victim Host Assignment
There are four roles for nodes in a DDoS attack experiment: victim web server,
victim clients, attack senders, attack receivers. We only assign one victim web server
in each DDoS experiment. Victim clients are the hosts sending HTTP requests to
the victim web server, and they are aﬀected by DDoS attacks. Attack senders are the
hosts launching DDoS traﬃc. As in the Crossﬁre attack [100], we set the receivers of
the attack traﬃc to be other servers close to the victim. These receivers are referred
to as attack receivers in our experiment.
Prior to assigning hosts as attackers and victims, we use Dijkstra’s algorithm to
compute the shortest paths between any two hosts and use these paths as static routes
(by default, Mininet does not include dynamic routing). We ﬁrst rank all the nodes
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in a topology by node degree, and choose the node with median degree value to be
where victim server is located, to avoid placing the victim server too close to the edge
or to the center (i.e., nodes with large degree) of a topology. The neighbors of the
victim web server become attack receivers. We then compare routes from all edge
hosts to the victim web server (victim clients to victim web server) with routes from
all edge hosts to attack receiver candidates (attack senders to attack receivers) and
assign hosts that share links in the two sets of routes as attack senders and victim
clients. Then, ∼30% of the edge hosts are used as victim clients, and ∼70% are used
as attack senders. Our goal here is to guarantee the eﬀectiveness of attack traﬃc,
i.e., the web traﬃc will be aﬀected when attack traﬃc is launched.

Traﬃc Generation
A DDoS experiment includes three types of traﬃc: HTTP traﬃc, UDP attack
traﬃc, and background traﬃc. We use the Web Polygraph tool to generate HTTP
traﬃc. Victim clients run polygraph-client, while the victim web server runs polygraphserver. polygraph-client generates HTTP requests to polygraph-server at a ﬁxed rate
(200 requests/sec per client). This rate may not be reached in an experiment if there
is not enough bandwidth or CPU for polygraph-client processes. The HTTP response
size generated by polygraph-server is exponentially distributed with a mean value of
10 KB. For attack traﬃc, we use iperf to generate UDP traﬃc at the same rate as
the link bandwidth from attack senders to attack receivers. iperf is used to emulate
background traﬃc. Both attack traﬃc and background traﬃc use a packet size of
1250 Bytes.
Both HTTP and background traﬃc start at the beginning of an experiment and we
wait for 60 seconds for conditions to stabilize. Then, UDP attack traﬃc is launched
and lasts for 60 seconds until the experiment is completed.
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Small-scale Experiments
The motivation behind creating small-scale topologies is to compare Waterfall with
other mapping algorithms when resources are over-provisioned. Since it is diﬃcult
to obtain the ground truth in network emulation, we use resource over-provisioning
to approximate the ground truth results. For small topologies, baseline algorithms
will use all 6 PMs in our cluster. Results are not aﬀected by resource constraints.
In contrast, Waterfall attempts to allocate the fewest PMs necessary. Therefore, if
the results yielded by the 6 mapping algorithms are close, we consider Waterfall to
have been able to produce close-to-ground-truth results while using resources more
judiciously.
We carefully calculate the topology size, link bandwidths, and CPU shares of end
hosts to guarantee that baseline algorithms do not overload any PM in this case.
Based on this, link bandwidth is set to 60 Mbps. In this experiment, Waterfall takes
only ﬁve iterations and chooses PM1 and PM2.
CPU and Link Utilization: Fig. 5.5(a) and Fig. 5.5(b) show the CPU and link
utilizations. The baseline algorithms use all 6 PMs, and none of the PMs are overloaded. Waterfall picks the three most powerful PMs, and CPU utilizations of all
PMs are over 80%. Therefore, we conﬁrm that the results from baseline algorithms
approximate the ground truth, since they are not constrained by PM resources. Note
that the total CPU utilization over all six PMs for baseline algorithms seems significantly higher than Waterfall. This is caused by the heterogeneity of the six PMs.
Running the same task on a less powerful PM usually consumes more CPU shares
than on a more powerful PM. A key motivation of our capacity function is to capture
this PM heterogeneity. All algorithms achieve at least 80% link utilization, indicating
that suﬃcient resources are assigned to the switches. This is expected for baseline
algorithms since resources are over-provisioned. For Waterfall, this conﬁrms that our
capacity functions accurately characterized the traﬃc processing capacity, and the
mapping process allocated PMs appropriately, leading to the expected high exper-
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Figure 5.5. Normalized results from small DDoS attack experiments

imental link utilization in this scenario, while maintaining a high CPU utilization
level.
HTTP Throughput: HTTP throughput is the number of HTTP requests completed per second. We use this metric as an indicator of application-level performance
ﬁdelity. Fig. 5.5(c) shows the impact of the DDoS attack. At the 60th second mark,
the attack traﬃc is launched, causing signiﬁcant drop in HTTP throughput. The results of all mapping algorithms are similar, which indicates that our framework with
the Waterfall algorithm is able to maintain high application-level ﬁdelity.
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Medium-scale Experiments
We design these experiments such that an ineﬀective mapping algorithm would
suﬀer from performance ﬁdelity loss. We calculate the topology size, link bandwidths,
and end host CPU shares such that the total requirements of the topology are slightly
lower than the total capacity of the testbed. Link bandwidth is thus 16 Mbps in this
case. If the mapping algorithm makes poor choices, PMs can be overloaded, and
HTTP throughput may decrease. Ideally, CPU usage should be less than 100%, link
utilizations should be high since we saturate the links, and HTTP throughput should
exhibit a signiﬁcant drop when DDoS attack traﬃc is launched.
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CPU and Link Utilization: Fig. 5.6(a) and Fig. 5.6(b) show the CPU and link
utilizations of the 6 mapping algorithms. SwitchBin over-utilizes PM5 and PM6
and under-utilizes PM1 and PM2. Only PM4 is assigned appropriate workload. PM3
exhibits low CPU and link utilization due to the fact that several ﬂows from PM5 and
PM6, which are overloaded, to PM3 experience signiﬁcant packet loss (link ﬁdelity
loss). Therefore, PM4 does not process expected amounts of traﬃc leading to low
CPU and link utilization. Both U i and θi × U i over-utilize PM3 which has high CPU
utilization but low link utilization with high variance. In addition, U i over-utilizes
PM6. Equal over-utilizes PM6 and under-utilizes PM1 and PM2 signiﬁcantly, while
C i (0.9) over-utilizes PM6 and under-utilizes PM4. Waterfall selects only ﬁve PMs,
but oﬀers the best CPU and link utilizations compared to baseline algorithms, with
> 80% CPU utilization and > 90% link utilization on all ﬁve PMs. We also tried
manually limiting baseline algorithms to use the same 5 PMs as Waterfall for a headto-head comparison. However, none of them exhibited better performance than when
they used all 6 PMs.
HTTP Throughput: Fig. 5.6(c) shows that the eﬀect of the attack can be observed
in all cases. Waterfall achieves higher and more stable HTTP throughput before the
DDoS attack is launched. After careful examination, we found that this is due to
the limited CPU resources given to the polygraph-server process in the case of the
baseline algorithms. The required CPU share for each host is 10%. Since none of the
baseline algorithms consider the end host CPU shares, most of the end hosts cannot
receive enough CPU. For instance, the host running polygraph-server only receives 3%
CPU on average when using C i (0.9). Even though C i (0.9) uses all 6 PMs, the actual
HTTP throughput is still lower than Waterfall. Waterfall also does not achieve 100%
target HTTP throughput: we found that this is due to the imperfect CPU isolation of
Linux containers when the same CPU is shared by a number of diﬀerent containers.
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5.5 Summary
In this paper, we have proposed a complete framework for eﬃciently mapping a
networked application onto a cluster of (possibly heterogeneous) physical machines.
Although we have focused on network experiments on the popular Mininet network
emulator, in the future, we plan to extend our work to map other distributed applications onto distributed simulators, network testbeds, and data centers in general.
We have devised a resource quantiﬁcation process to proﬁle the physical machines,
and designed and implemented a mapping algorithm, Waterfall, that takes both link
bandwidths (via the edge/vertex weights in the input graph) and end host CPU
requirements into consideration. The Waterfall algorithm attempts to use as few of
the physical machines as possible, while achieving high performance ﬁdelity. Based
on results from simulations and DDoS attack testbed experiments, we ﬁnd that our
approach performs well in terms of both performance ﬁdelity and testbed resource
utilization. We are currently generalizing our framework to handle networks with
multi-homed hosts and to support multiple resource limits. Finally, we are conducting
extensive experiments, and making reﬁnements to speed up the convergence of our
algorithm, even in case of abundant resources and random topologies.
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6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this dissertation, we investigated the virtualized resource scheduling problem in different contexts (network functions virtualization and distributed network emulation)
while balancing the trade-oﬀ between application performance and resource eﬃciency.
And we argue that more accurate and sophisticated application performance characterization and resource allocation mechanisms are necessary to fully release the
elasticity, ﬂexibility, and scalability introduced by virtualization technologies.
With NFV-VITAL (Chapter 3), we designed a VNF performance characterization
framework to extensively test the performance impact of various infrastructure conﬁgurations and scaling methods and generate initial VNF deployment conﬁgurations
given speciﬁc resource constrains and capacity requirements. NFV-VITAL allows
users to characterize the target VNF in four diﬀerent modes to cover various deployment scenarios and produce a comprehensive report with detailed resource utilization
information and performance bottlenecks.
With an initial VNF deployment generated by NFV-VITAL (or other approaches),
ENVI (Chapter 4) makes online scaling decisions to adjust virtualized resources provisioned to VNFs in accordance with dynamic workload. ENVI captures real-time
status of VNFs by combining infrastructure-level features and VNF-level features
and trains initial neural networks with experimental data collected at oﬄine stage
to make timely scaling decisions during online. Neural networks are continuously
updated based on a window-based rewinding mechanism to keep up with emerging
workload patterns.
For distributed network emulation, we proﬁle the traﬃc processing capability of
each PM in a cluster using polynomial regression and develop the Waterfall algorithm
to split and map a network experiment onto the underlying cluster using the least
number of PMs while preserving performance ﬁdelity. The Waterfall algorithm con-
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verts a network experiment to an undirected weighted graph and iteratively invokes
METIS to partition and adjust the subgraphs until no further improvement observed.
In this chapter, we discuss few lessons we learned from the projects described in
this dissertation and some thoughts for future work.

6.1 Modeling Application Performance
Moving implementations of network functions (or other services) from hardware
to software inevitably cause performance degradation. In essence, virtualization technologies trade system performance for ﬂexibility and elasticity which eventually leads
to cost reduction. While a number of proposals (discussed in Chapter 2) are focusing
on directly improving the application performance using software and hardware solutions, we attempt to address this problem by improving the resource eﬃciency from
orchestration perspective which is compatible with previous proposals.
Eﬀective resource allocation requires accurate and ﬁne-grained understanding of
both applications and virtualized resources, as well as the relationships between the
two parties. However, the application performance is aﬀected by a wide range of
factors (e.g., implementation details, functionality, hardware conﬁgurations, and dynamic workload). Hence, we characterize system performance prior to making resource allocation decisions. For instance, we characterize VNF performance and approximate the relationships between composite feature set and scaling decisions using
neural network in Chapter 4 and quantify PM traﬃc processing capability using polynomial regression.
However, it remains a challenge to model application performance in various contexts using a universal approach due to the complexity we discussed throughout this
dissertation. One potential approach we are planning to investigate is to build a
framework that leverages the “software” nature of services running in virtualized environments and applies program analysis techniques and data analytics to extract
statistical runtime patterns. With such framework, we can systematically learn crit-
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ical behaviors (e.g., function calls, memory allocations, and system I/Os) that aﬀect
application performance and establish models to make appropriate online resource
allocation decisions.

6.2 Applying Machine Learning Techniques
ENVI adopts neural network classiﬁers to make timely scaling decisions at online
stage. and we discussed few lessons we learned from this project in details in Chapter 4. Although we experienced several challenges in building ENVI, we argue that
machine learning techniques appear promising in solving system related issues.
Networked systems are becoming increasingly complicated nowadays and operating such systems require comprehensive information of various categories. For instance, Gao et al. [67] consider diﬀerent combinations of hardware settings (e.g., mechanical and electrical equipment) and software conﬁgurations (e.g., control strategies
and setpoints) for controlling power usage eﬀectiveness (PUE) in Google data centers. Machine learning techniques seem to be more suitable to manage such complex
systems compared to traditional human-based or rule-based approaches. In addition,
services hosted in data centers accumulate a massive amount of temporal data during day-to-day usage. While it is diﬃcult for human to leverage such data, machine
learning and data analytical techniques can be applied to explore meaningful information for solving problems such as resource allocation, task scheduling, and system
diagnosis.
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